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I. IHTRODUCTION 
fhe eleotrieal conductivity of iaonovaient metals is 
fairly well understood. The more coianion multivalent rncjtals 
are more complicated, and less theoretical work has been 
done on them* 'I'h© object of this investigation is to study 
the eleotrical conductivity of aetals for a simple ce.se of 
a multivalent laeteil such as nickel whose coxiduotion elec­
trons are of two types. One type may be chsraeterized as 
behaving under external forces as if it had an effective 
mass several times greater than the free electron mc.ss, 
the other type having a mass nearly equal to the free elec­
tron mass. When g,n external eleotrlc field is applied, 
the 4s electrons, which have the smaller mass, &re acceler­
ated proyjortionally aiore than the 3d electrons, which have 
the larger aiass. Thus, the 4s electrons contribute most of 
the electric current. 
The external electric field accelerates an electron 
until the electron suffers a collision. Collislong can be 
between electrons or can be caused by any lack of periodicity 
in the metal, filxamples of the latter are impurities, defects, 
grain boundaries, and thermal vibrations of the ionic cores. 
At ordinary temperatures,, thermal vibrations provide the 
ffiost important process limiting conduction. This will be 
g 
the process oon®id®r@a in this Investlgatloii. 
the probaMIity of a eollislan iriTolves two factors; 
one, the prohahlllty of making a transition to a given final 
state, and two, th© density of th© final states, fhe 4s , 
electrons, which oari^ aost of the current, can scatter into 
either 4® states or 3a states. Biese are the only states 
that are posiible fro» tntrgy r©qulr@a«nt8• Ihe density 
of 3d state® is auch larger than that of 4a states so 4B 
to 3d scattering is the dominant one in limiting transport 
phenomena in aetals of th© typt of nickel, provided that 
the transition probability into a 3d stat© is comparable 
with that into a 4® state. 
In the presentation of thi® work, first a survey of 
metallic conduction is glir«n showing the relation of the 
probability of scattering with the conduction process. 
iTien, the probability for 4s to 4s scattering is discussed, 
fhe probability for 4® to 3d scattering is then calculated 
and the probability of th© two types of scattering compared 
with each other and with other workers* results. 
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II. LITEBAfllRE SURfEI 
"I r'i 
Houston*^ and Slooh*^ iiavt invfstlgated, on the basis of 
quantuii iQeehanlos.| the way la wMoh ©leotrons interact with 
a crystal lattice wben an exttraal slt'ctric field Is applied. 
Brillouin,^ and Sommerfeld and Bethe,"* a©aua©d with Bloeh 
that as ionic core® viteatt, the eleetrio potential deforms 
with the crystal withoiit changing magnitude. This type of 
potential ii called deformabl®. Kordheim® objected to thi® 
assumption because he belieTed that the most important con­
tribution to the potential is near the ionic cor®. He 
assumed that the potential consisted of the sum' of ionic 
potentials, located at displaced ion sites. Bai^een® 
performed a ®elf•consistent calculation taking into account 
ionic potentials located at ion sites and the potential 
change due to redistribution of conduction electrons when 
ions are displaced from their equllibriuiB positions* 
^W. V. Housto,n. 2. Physik 48, 449 (1928); Phys. Rev. 34, 
£79 (19E9). 
Bloch, Z. phyelk 5§, (1928) i 59 , 208 (1930). 
3 L. Brillouin, Quantenstatiatik {Julius Springer, 
Berlin, 1931).. 
Sommerfeld and H. A. Bethe, Handbuch der Physik. 
Vol. 24, Part 2 (Julius Springer, Berlin, 1933)" p. 499'. 
Mordheim, Ann. Physik 9, 60? (1931). 
Bardeen, phyi. Reir. 688 (1937). 
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Bardeen's method Is better jwstlfiad tiian either the deform-
able potential or the rigid core potential of Sordhelm, but 
it is only suitable for morio-^alent metals with nearly free 
el©Gtroiie. Of the two methods, the deformable potential 
predicts i 0 se&tttrlng more n®arly like that c&loulated 
toy Bardeen than does the rigid core potential. Thus the 
defomable potential will bt used In this worfe. 
lott was th®. first to suggest that the reduced con-
ductifity of transition metals eould be attributed to s 
electrons being able to soatter into d states as well as 
s states. i@ estimated that tht prsbabillty of s - s 
scattering between definite initial and final state® would 
be about the same as that of s - d scattering. 
lllion® u.std the. estimate of lott for s - d soatttrlng 
to calculate th© conductivity of transition metals. 
The iaportane® of electron - ©Itotron seattering was 
recognised by Baber.® Ht foui^ that th® resistivity of 
transition laetals should have a Sfflall dependent term 
added to the usual forttiula, as Is observed in platinum. 
Electron - electron collisions' will not affect resistivity 
F. Mott, proe*. Phys. Soo. (London) 571 (1935); 
Proe« Roy. So©.. (London) 699 (1936). 
H. Wilson, Proo. loy* Soo. (Lo.ndon) A167 . 580 (1938). 
^W. 0. Baber, Proe. Roy. Soo. (London) A1S8. 383 (1937). 
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lo aetals where all eonductlon electrons have the same 
effeetl¥0 mass, as In this ease the ourrent carried "by 
two electTOna is proportional to the crystal momentum, 
and thus is unohanged hj the eollision. 
The idta that ©onduotion eleetrons ean redistribute 
to equalize th@ Fermi energy sM thus produce an additional 
potential was <l@irelopea.toy Landauer,^*^ Dexter,and Hunter 
and labaiTO 
Bhatia^^ aM Zisan^^ diseiissed the ©ffeet of Umklapp 
goattering prooessea on the tfeperature dependence of 
resistano© of monovalent metals. 
Landauer, Phys. Hev. .82, 520 Cl9ai). 
L. Dexter, Phys. Rev. 86, 770 {19S2). 
12 S. Q* lianter and P» H. Matoarr©, proc. Hoy. Soc. 
(London) A220. 542 (1953). 
B. Bhatia, Proe^ Phys. Soe* (London) MS, 188 
(1952). " 
1» 2i®afi, Pixsc. Roy. Soo. (London) A226, 436 (1964). 
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III. S0R?EX OF MSfALLIG COiDUOTION 
fhe fundamental property-of orystallln® itmicturee 1@ 
tJrieir traiislational symmetry. !2hus' in a one electron 
approximation, each electron wouM find itself in a peri-
odie potential. According to BlosJi,^ wav© functions for 
an electron in a periodic potential can "be put in the form 
^ "2) * ©3?pCi£ • r) 0(r, k), (3.1) 
wliere U(r, k) has the periodicity of the crystal in the 
Yariable ?, the electron coordinate, and is normalized in 
a cell containing one atom. M is the number of atoms in 
the crystal. In this work, one ato-m per unit cell will be 
assumed. The fector £ is called the propagation vector, 
and iik the crystal iBomtntum; is Planck's constant divided 
by 2fr . fhe energy of th© state will be a function of k. 
It is well known^® that the mean velocity of an elec­
tron in a Bloeh state is given by 
Vi - (£/im) / dXiH^ « dKS)/df&i . (3.2) 
If an electrostatic force is -applied, Houston^® has shown 
Seitz, fhe Modtm theory of go lids {McClraw-IUll 
Book Gompany Inc., New -^ ork, 1940) p. WI^ . 
f. Houston, Phys. Rev., S?, 184 (1940). 
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that aa a waft packet pr^gresies, the tlra© derivative of 
the crystal momenttM Is equal to'that forot, that la 
d(lik)/at » ?, (3.3) 
•where F Is the external fore®. It Is a basic law of all 
atchatiies that the time rate of change of momentum Is equal 
to the force;'for eleotrofts sutojeet to periodic potentials, 
as well as ©xteraal forces, the time rate of change of 
crystal iDomentum is equal to the external force. An effec­
tive oaea qbii defined in a manner analogous with Newton's 
law. For 
dVi/at « dVj_/d(ftkj) a(&j)/dt, {3.4) 
so if one defines the ©ffeotiv® mass by 
(l/{a)ij * dvj:/a(«lkj) « a%C£)/dC&jL)d{&j), (3.5) 
(by equation (3«2)), then the equation of motion will appear 
in its faialllar foi® 
dVi/dt » {l/ffl)|j (3.6) 
however, 1/m is a symiaetrio tensor. Equation (3.6) follows 
from Houston*i theorem, equation (3.3). 
Somaerfeld and Beth®^ give an txtended formulation of 
the electrical eontuction calculation, so only a brief 
8 
resuia© of their dlscusalon will 'oe given. If t) is 
the probability, at tima t, that the .state of band i- with 
propagation vector be ooottpled, then for a steady state 
i d  f / d  ^  ^  ^ ^ a o l l l s i © i i s  •  
In a uniform electric field In the x direction, one has 
i b f / d  t)field « eix c ^ f/ ^ % {af^/dE). (3.8) 
Ihe first tqusllty Is egain Houston's theorem; the second 
10 obtained by the approzlmation. of replacing t by fo, the 
equillbriwia iralue, which depends oo only through E{H). 
The chargis of an electron is -e. fhus the equation for f, 
the fioltzisanE equation, is ai follewsi 
-e Ex % (ftfo/dE) as { dt/ ^ • (3.9) 
The eleotrio current is the um of the currents of every 
state, 
(3.10) 
the factor 2 aceounts for the two spin orientations,# and 
the factor Cl/2lf arises from the density of states in. 
k- .spac®. 
In orier to calculate i d t/  ^  collisions* 
first calculate v/CE E* X')» the p.rotoabiHty per unit 
0 
tiflie- that an tlcctron in state S(2 raakes a, transition to a 
state 5' il • . For sufflQleatly lo.ng tlEes this is equal to 
Vv^(i, f) « i2Tr/!i3l/)f|  Vp -  Sf), (s.ii) 
¥iier© 1 indexes the initial state, aM f the final state. 
?p is tlie perturbing potsntlal causing the traxiaitlon. The 
expression dit% - Ef) Is the delta funetioR of the differ-
tnce of the iaitial anfi final «mergies» 
Cnoe W(££ , S' ^  ) is f/i> ^ )QQiiXBlonB 
be aetermin€?d In, tiie following iii,ajmer.* I'lie product of 
f(2£ ), the probeMlity that state Sfe be occupied, times 
w^Clcfi , S' £'), tines {i - fC2* -2-')]# the probaMlity that 
state I' to© empty, is the probaMlity per unit time that 
an electron makes a trensltlori fro® stat© I A to state 
. This produot gummed over bands -6 ' ami integrated 
over gi¥©s the net loss per unit time frora state £jfi . 
The net gain p@r unit time can be similarly expressed. 
{ d f/d *)©oliisiGii@ difference, thus 
{ 6  ) / d  t i l c Q X i i s l o B S  "  
Zitn /[W(£« £•, ii) f(f* an fl - f(^i2)} 
- W{?j2., E* m ) f i  -  fCE' nn)! (3.12) 
Subetltutiiiig ©quatioa (3.12) fear the right hand elde of 
equation C3.9), one obtains th# Boltziaaan equation for 
10 
f(k£ ,t)* To dtteradiie the current and ttas the conduc­
tivity, the solution to the Boltzmann equation must be 
iubstituted into the expression for the current, equation 
(3.10). Before this foroidable task ean be started, the 
transition asrplltude for scattsrlngi 
(3.13) 
iaust b© foun^. 
fhe object ot th® present investigation Is to make a 
©ore quantitatlTe ©stloiate of integral (3.13) for s - d 
scattering than that of Mott"^ and to study the relation 
between s - s and s - d scattering. In particular, it Is 
of Interest to ehow the iroportancs of shear modes on elec­
tronic soattering, and to study the angular dependence of 
scattering, faetts that have te@©n Ignored for the most part 
in previous work. 
Hicltel was ohosen ae an example because information on 
its wave functions and energy bands 1B available from recent 
work of several investigators 
G. Fletcher, Proo. Phys. Soe. (London) M5, 192 
(195£). "
G. Slatei' and G. F. loster, phys. Rev. 94, 1498 
(1954). 
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I?.. THE SCAraEaill& WLITUDE 
The scattering a-uiplltufie for the perturbation Yp is 
gi¥en hj Integfal (3.13). In tills case the perturbation ITp 
is the difference between the potential la a static, per­
fectly periodic crystal lattiee.and the potential in a 
crystal lattice where the ionic cores are 1b thermal vibra­
tion. 
If on© oonsiaers the potential energy of a crystal as 
a function of the dlsplacenent of ionic cores from their 
equilibrium positions, and aafces a Taylor's series expan­
sion of the energy In terms of these di&plaeements, the 
first noB-oonstant terms wlll.bt the quadratic terms. The 
linear terias will be zero from the equilibriura oondltlon* 
For small dlsplaoeiients, quadratic terms, give a good approxi­
mation to the @n®rgy. Sien "normal aodts", that is traveling 
plane wav© action, can exist la wiieh each ion undergoes a 
motion Kith definite phase relationship to the other ions. 
In a normal moci# the displaoement of the ion with equili­
brium position at ^  Is given by 
^ ae eos{q • - t->t + 6 ), (4.1) 
where for eaoh propagation veetor 5# there.are three polari­
zations e ant in general three frequencies uj , fhe 
12 
polarization veetors for tiiese three mod©s ar© mutually 
perpendicular. For long lengths in an isotropic 
aediua,. on© mode is longitudinal, the other two transTerse. 
In a longitudinal not#, the propegstion ireotor is parallel 
to the polarization vector, in each transverse mode it is 
perpendicular. Bie amplltud© factor, M-1-/2 a, is picked for 
oomm%@me* 
toy general motion of the iont can be represented as 
a linear combination of normal modes (phonons). The phonons 
can be quantized and for® a Bose-Sinstein system. Bie dis­
placement in of the ion at ^  can be written in general as 
where aqj is the destruction, operator for a phonon in the 
qj•th mode, snd is the creation operator for a phonon 
in the qj th mode. If Iqj is tiie number of phonons in the 
qj th mode, and M Is the masg of an ion, the operators have 
the following traneitlon ampliti^.tej 
(Hqj 1. l(a|jl%j) . + l)/2lu>qj)VB . (4.4) 
Equation (4.3) is the matrix element of Sqj connecting the 
initial state, with iqj|^ phonons in th© qj th mode, and the 
% • [aqj expdq • %) 
-I. exp(.-iq ' } , (4.2) 
(Sqj - lUqjIMqj) • ("SKqj/EM^2 ^ (4.3) 
13 
.fiaal state, with iqj - 1 ptenoES la the saaie mode, the 
content of all other modes remaialag the same. Equation 
(4.4) has a ©iiiilar Iritei^retatlon. 'tbie matrix elements 
of the a*8 between all'other types of states are zero, thus 
the eontent of on© aede eaa ehange toy only one phonon at a 
tiBie* For themal equillbriu® of the phonons, the average 
number in the qj th laodt, Is given toy the usual 
fonaula, that Is 
fqj . (^xp(-fiu)qj/ltT) - l}-l , (4.6) 
Where k is BoltEsaan's eonatmtf and f is the ttroperature. 
for hi#i temperatures 
S"qj ^  » (4«6) 
and thus 
(iqj - 3.iaqjliqj) C%J 
(kf/2M)^/Vt*>qj . (4,7) 
For elastie waves in isotTOplo aaterials, and elastic waves 
traveling along principal directions of cubic crystals, 
waves separate into longitudinal and transverse modes. In 
general, longitudinal waves will have a velocity, v^ , 
greater than that of transverse leaves,, v^. For many mate-
14 
/ f %  ~ 3^ /^  . {4.8} 
Sine® 
« ir Q, (4.9) 
th© amplitud® of .trans'rarst leiates is greater than that of 
longltudiEal vmm with the saae f "by, about a factor of 
For the general aa&s of elastie waves in a crystal with 
one atom per primitife o®ll, ther© will b@ waves of three 
different {and perpendieulsr) polarization® for each propa­
gation vector q. These waves will not in general be sepa­
rable into longitudinal and transvers© waves, fhe waves of 
all thre© polarizations may contribute to ieattering between 
the sMie initial and final state. Beeause the phase rela­
tions between thsm are random, the total transition proba­
bility will be Qbtainei from the sua of the squares of the 
transition amplitude for eaoh aode. In th© present %jork, 
th© elastic wav@s will b@ treated m if on© polarization is 
longitudinal and two are transverse for ©aeh wave vector. 
And the euBplitude of th© transverse waves will accordingly 
gl/2^ 
Jooi. Theo'retioal Physios (Hafner Publishing Co., 
lew Xork, 1950}^ second edition, p. 180. 
IS> 
b® as #/2 times the amplitude of th® longitudinal 
waf®» 
As shown in Appendix A, til© perturbation of electron® 
by the lattioe ^ Iferations can be considered as a sun of 
perturMtions, one for each mods- Only moSeg of a single 
q will acatt@r an eltctron laetweea a given initial and 
final state, so the perturbation potential due to only a 
single med© need toe ©onsiderefl* thus the scattering'process 
is that of an inelaitie collision, an eleetron absorbing or 
«iitting a phonon, and changing its energy and crystal 
momentum so as to eons@r¥e both entrgy and crystal momentuK 
of th@ systeia of @l@etron plus phonons* lae conservation of 
energy arises in th© tiiat deptndent perturbation theory, 
and the oonservation of crystal momentum is demonstrated 
later in this section. 
Blooh|2 ia hia early worE on th© conductivity of 
aietals, assumed th© potential in a deformed metallic crystal 
is deformable, that is, the potential in the deformed crys­
tal Cr) is given by 
%ef. « Vfrri(i)], (4.10) 
where the dtforraation consists of taking a point at r to a 
point at r # Sir). the potential in the deformed 
crystal at the nm p?int if equal to potential of th® 
16 
uMefonaed crystal, at th« oia point. Following Block, In 
tills work if is assumed that the fine stmioture of the 
potential Is as given toy equstloa f4.10), tout sloxfly varying 
function© of th© looal ttat© of strain of the crystal are 
added .to the potential for two reasoBs* Ba© first of these 
Is that mm in a hoaogeneously defowaei crystal the total 
eleetrorilo @n©rgy does not ehaiigt to first oi^tr in strain. 
Wlt2i a correct potential, this statlsnary property is auto-
aatlo; in ah ap|>roxiiiate potential it providts a method of 
adjusting the zero of potential* fh@ seeond reason is that 
in an Inhomogeneoue deformation, $om rsdletrlbutlon of 
charg© takes plaoe to keep th© Fermi level ooEstant through­
out th© eryst&l. 
App©Mlx B derives the funetlon of strain that must be 
added to equation (4.10) to hate the total binding energy 
independent of strain to first order, fhe potential In a 
homogeneously deformei crystal, %(r)» is then given by 
• ?{r^(r)] • (2/3) l i K E ) f  • {2/5)<] ^  (r) (4.11) 
where A is th® ailstatlon (that Is, the volume inorease 
per unit volume). (Il)|» is th© average fclnetio energj' at 
th® Feml level, defined, by ©quatlon (B.24). "Sie Fermi 
energy for the unieforaed crystal ^  , is th© difference 
in energy b®tw©en the highest oooupl^d state and the 
X7 
lowest oooupled state of the oonduotion 'band.. A normal 
band lias been assumed, that is, one in ^tfhlch the energy 
aboTe .the bottom of the band Is proportional to 
For slnwsoitlal deformation©, as is shown in Appendix 
G in a manner i.i®ilar to that wsst by l«,nter and IlabarTO,^^ 
the potential in th® deforiaefi orystal ean be obtained by 
lading to tlie potential of a homogeneously deformea. crystal, 
deformed with th© looal deforxaation, the potential 
- (DSf/DA) ACrXl 4. , {4.IE) 
due to rMistributed oharg®. H#re (D%/E>A) is the deriva­
tive of . the Fermi energy with respect to Q.ilatation keeping 
the crystal everywhere ©leetrieally nttttral. q is the 
propagation v@0t.or of th© sinysoisal deformation. For a 
band in iiormal f.C5ria, 'X- is given by 
0^ » i1C^^/4m^ kf * 'tr a© ia/4&'|« ,, (4.13) 
¥h®re k|' is the k of electrons with th© Fermi energy, and 
ra* is the ©ffeotiv® mass. % is th# radius of th© first 
.Bohr orbit, so « &E|»/iA is shown in Appendix B 
to be - (4/10)^ . If one combines equation (4.11) and 
term C^^'12), on© t%n&$ for the 'potential -in a sinusoiaally 
deformed orystal, %Cr), the expression 
18 
?4(r) « ?fr ~ S(?)} • 
(8/3)[ClE)f - C3/g){l - (1 4- A {?). (4.14) 
Exeept for rery near the origin, f{r- Sir}} may be expanded 
In a faylor's ®e3?ies in S keeping only the first term 
sine© S(r) is imall. Thm tht perturbation potential, 
?p(r)i is as follows: 
Vpir) » - ¥(r) « . sTF) • V  n ¥ )  + C(q)A(r), (4.15) 
where 
C(q) « (2/3) [(tt)f - (2/5) {l - (1 + % 1 . (4.16) 
Equation (4.14) is the perturbation potential in terms 
of a oontlnuous deformation wafe. In order to use this 
equation, an expression for S(r),. the continuous aisplaee-
ment Tector, is still required. Equation (4.2) giires the 
diiplaceiaent % of a core from its equilibrium position 
It seems reasonable to assume for S(r) a similar form, 
S(r) « facij @xp(iq • i) exp(-iq • ^ )} (4.17) 
for the qj th mode, fhis expression oertsinly has the cor­
rect form when r is near a %. It will be shown later (in 
section ¥11* B) that this expression is satisfactory for 
long vmQ lengths, but corrections must be applied for wave 
length® near the miniisum. 
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ThB strain tensor is defined as follows; 
lij * ( aSj/5 3Ci)}/2, (4.18) 
while the dilatation A is the trs.ce of the strain tensor, 
that is: 
A » + <^22 '^33' (4.19) 
From .equation (4»17) it is §@en that the dilatation 
for the qj th laode is 
A i r )  « M-^/% • q £aqj exp(lq*r) 
- exp(-iq*r)] . (4.20) 
Substituting equations.(3.1), (4.14) and (4.20) into equa­
tion (3.13), one can@¥aluate the scattering amplitude for 
the q4 th mode as follows; 
/^f 
« H-V2 aqj (iG(q) q • £qj /exp(iK^. • r) irj at 
-/expdi; . r) . V?C?) U| Ui d^} 
- M-^3/2 a^j { i0(q) q • e^j /expdf, • r) u| U3_ d^ 
+ j^expCill • r) Sqj • ^ ¥(r) Uf dt], (4-21) 
wh@re i q -
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All thes# Integrals eve ot form E"^ J expClK • r) 
fi3) d'fc , #iere F(?) has tiie perlofllolty of the lattlo©, 
, F(r'^%) « ft?)-' farlablts can be changed in each 
cell so that the integral beoomts 
2(n) expdl • %)ytxpfif • (3?"^%)} PCr'T'Hn) n 
« A i"! lin) expCl? ' %i) , • (4.22) 
where A » ytxpCil * .?),F(r) .an. integral over the 0 th 
cell. Si© sttffi over the lattlee ean be performed along one 
translation teetor at a time. Saoh is a gtometric series, 
the ratio of terms being modulus one. Unl©s® I • % = 
2ir m., where for every n, la is som© integer, the sum remains 
bounded as the size of th# crystal grows indefinitely. If 
i' * % « Eifia, then the ©us of th© seriea is Just the num­
ber of atoms in the crystal< shd 2:(n) expCif • %) » 1. 
Suppos© &ij, % am the piplmltlve vectors of a crys-
t.al, that is, the atom positions are generated by ^  
2^% ® being integers. Heeiprocal 
vectors can be defined io that % » ©g x ' % x ig) 
and so forth, oyolically. A reelprooal lattice is then 
generated by % » In order that 
f . in « gtl'm, I « 2Tflp . Ctoless q - if . 2trBn = 
%, the Integral will go towards sero 
as the volume of the crystal increases• the reason for this 
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Is that ir^ H n )  e x p i l t  • %)-> 0 as I-»oo unless ¥ « 2lt%. 
Slnee 2 arid q enter only tiirough the exponential in 
the form expilS • 5), ^ aMiag Stir times any reeiprooal vector 
to 2 or q ¥ill aot change its effect. ®ie first Brillouin 
mne can be defined as that part of k-epao© as near the 
origin m 2it times any other reciprocal vector. By aMing 
2tt times some reciprocal lattice veetor, any k or q can be 
fflaae to fsdl in this first eoae. This will be assumed to 
be done. Since Hi, kf and q are all in. ttiis zone, % in the 
ezpreasion £4 + q — % * Ka, will be either the origin or 
a nearby f vector. If ?n is mt zero, the colliiion is 
called an Oiaklapp process, while if % « 0 the collision 
is called a norami process. 
Except for the few values of q » 'ff %» the conditiong 
4* i - £f » StC Bii and. £3^ •» q - % * cannot be satis­
fied simultaneoiisly.by the iame value of q for any given 
and. £f. We will aesttmt the first relation to be satisfied. 
If q causes scattering in equation ^4.21),* would cause 
scattering proportional to instead of aqj for so at term­
ing bettwen states with the same propagation vectors as 
those considered. In the first case, that i© when q causes 
the scattering., md the scattering aaiDlitud® is proportional 
to aqj, the final electronic energy is greater than the 
initial electronic energy by the energy of a lAonon. The 
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reason Is that testroys a phonoa during the soatterlng. 
pro0©ss-. SiailaFlyi tJit final tleotroGie energy Is less 
than the loltial eleetronlc energy by th© energy of a phonon 
for the oase of -q eauaing scattering proportional to j. 
fhe first case will to© earried along:; the seoond case can 
b© obtained trwrn th© first by iaspeetion^. 
•From the fact that is some the scattering 
amplitude caxi nov be written 
f9} Vp ifi at . M-V2 aqj{lO((l) q • /Of Hi a^ o 
- • /n? Uj, *7 V(?) at: o5 , (4.83) 
where » u} exp(il r),- the plus being dropped on F. 
Sirice 
• r) Of » .©xpjlCkfT E) • rl'fi', (4.24) 
% corrtsjjoriti to a £ of kf"^ I * If. 
By partial Integration, one can convert the seeona 
integral of equation C4.g3) at followii 
ftg % ( d?C?)/d E) « 
- y?(?) {di^  %)/d s] 0 I (4-2S) 
A 
where s is in the dirtction of &qj• ^he surfaoe terms go 
out since 0|, and. ?(r) are perloSic. satiafiee the 
Sohroediftger tquatioa 
Ea 
{-(iiVaii) v2 ^ f(p) . g] '/'(F, E) « 0, (4.g6) 
so satisfies the equattGH 
C#/gffl)C Ui 2lii • Vlli - ki® Ui) 
(El - ?) Ui « 0. (4.27) 
Similarly, !l| satisfies the following equation: 
(#/2ffl)( - 2iff. ' Vif - W/ S|) ^  
(% • ?} •fl - 0. (4.28) 
If one multiplies equation (4,g7) b,y ( dfj/ds) and ©qua-
tion (4.28) by ( dUi/^s), aM asids, the resulting equation, 
iiitegi-ateci by parts, is 
- /v(r )  ( i f  tJ i ) /d  ®}  €"2:  o  «  - (^%) (k iT^If )  •  
/cUi ( dijJ/d s) - gj - (#/2m)(ki^  - If^ )} 
/ui ( '^^ o» (4.29) 
fhe scattering amplitude eaii tlieii b© written as 
(ft h fi. ®qj («(«) 7 • £qj yij Ui Bl 
• (Ei . Sf - {#/2m)(.kl^  • If^ )} /ui (a^ /a>s) d^ o Bg 
^ (€2/2®) iQ » ( 2>]!f/d&) d^o] • Bs 
(4.30) 
Equation (4.30) will b© ©faluated for a 4s initial 
state and either 4s or 3d final states 1ft later sections. 
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Parte Bg and Bg are as a®i»lirei.,by Beth#,'^ ifhlle Bx Is new, 
arising from slowXy r&rjXng fwctiens s€€ed to the defowi-
atole-potential a® uiei bjr Bloeia^ and BetJie#'^ 
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?. . THE 4S BAKD IK KIGIEL 
In order to evaluate the scattering amplltwcle as given 
by equation (4.30), the wave functions and energy values of 
th® electrons must be found. I'he 4s band in nickel Is 
slKiilar to other s bands in metals In being weakly bound, 
that is the wave functions of 4s electron© have apprecieble 
magnitude in the region between ions* A standard method 
of treating bands of this type, as aiscuseetl by Stitz,^® 
has been used for the 4s band of nickel. The periodic part 
of the v;ave function in Bloch form, u(r, J), satisfies the 
equation, 
- ^ 2il • V -
4- E{2) - ¥(r)}U(F, 1) « 0. (4.2?) 
Bie solution V { r ,  1) can b© expanded in terns of li(r, 0) 
of all bands, by using a perturbation energy of 
H' « ^ • IV ^ (5.1) 
since the functions U(r, 0) form a complete set of periodic 
functions. Using standard non-degenerate second order 
perturbation theory,one can txpand the ©nergy of the 
Seitz, 0£. eljt., p. 352. 
Schlff, Quantum Mechanioe {McGraw-Hill Book Com­
pany,, Inc., lew York, 1949),p. 'l49. 
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j2 til band tor small S as follows: 
(S) « (0) - i^^/m) 1 '  il l  \  1V\ IL )  {#/2m) 
+ if: r{Jt') (e. I i V I e»)c je»IIV J t) 
t{1(^(0) - 1 ^.{0)} , (5.2) 
where 
Ju^ (?, 0) i^U ^ i(r, 0) « (£.1 IVl £') • (5.3) 
fhis is only -ralld if the £, th. state is non-degenerate at 
£ =s 0. The effeetlTe aass of th.& £ tli band, at 2' » 0 is 
obtained by twiee iifferentlatlng equation (8.2). 
(l /m)pq « 62 E^(I)/  bC^kp) « i l /m) 6pq 
+  t i  V )  {(Jtli V q l  V p l  e) +  
(£ I iVpl jd'K £ Miv^ue )}/0E^C0) ~ E^.(O)} . (5.4) 
Similarly for. imall U^ir, ^ ) can be expanded to first 
order as follows: 
U £ (r, fc) « U £ Cr, 0) - (#/m)2 • l(£')(e'\i'7l£)x 
i i r ,  0 ) /  (0) - E ^ t(O)} . (5.5) 
As seen in equation (5.5), the energy denominator is favor­
able to apprecisbl© mixing only for states of energy near 
E^(0). Furtheri solutions for ? » 0 can be classified 
according to their syinmetry, and for crystals of high 
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lyaimetry (suoli as euMo) this Is T@ry useful-^^ Wave funo-
tions arlslag from s states liav® full cubic symmetry (Tx)* 
llie operator iV has symmetry Tand so in first order 
pertwrtoation can oonii@ot s states only with, states of 
sysffiietry Thm& includ© p states, some f states, etc. 
fh@ matrix, elements eonneetlng the 4s state of nickel 
with the 3p state and the 4p state were ©stimated* Kie 4s 
wave function msed was that ealeulatei. for metallic copper 
by Fuchs..^^ Copper and nickel hat# the same crystal struc­
ture, face centered cubic» 'Ihe lattice constant^'^ for 
copper at rooa tes^erature iB 3.608 jc 10"® cm .while that 
for nickel ,at rooin temperature is 3.517 3c 10""® cm. The 
difference between lattice ©oastants is about three per­
cent. The 3p wave fuaction used was that calculated by 
Hartre© aad fiartree^^ for the Gu"*' ion. Since, the 3p 
fuiiction of copper is tightly bound, one expects the wave 
function of electrons in the metal to be nearly equal to 
tha#e in the free ion. 
p. Bouekaert, E. Siaoluohowski and E. Wigner, Phys. 
lev. 50^ 58 (1936). Ihis paper will be denoted as BS¥ in 
later references. 
Fuchs, proc. .Boy. Soo. (tendon) .1151. . 585 (1935). 
D' Hodgaan, Handbook of Shemietry ^d Physics 
(Chemical lubber' Putolisiing Go'., Gl®v@l.and, Ohio) thirtieth 
edition, p.,2016. 
R. lartree and W. Hartret, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 
A15?. 490 (1936). 
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Tb© 4p wa¥f function was calculated toy-the Wigner-
Seltz^®"^'^ method, using the potential for Cu* of Hartree 
and Hartre©..^® In this laethod th@ atomio polyhedron is 
approximated toy a sphere of equal Toltine. In the face 
©entered cubei•there are four atoms, thus, for oopper the 
¥olume per atooi is (3*608 x 10'"®Cffl)'^/'4 " 11.75 x 10"*^^ cm^. 
fhe volume of the spher© is 4ir i»g^/ 3, so th© radius 
r@ « 1.41 X 10~® oia «« 2*7 where , the radius of the 
first Bohr orbit, is %= 0.5E8 x 10""® ea. 
Sine® th© potential and the region are spherical, the 
solution >iill toe in terns of spherieal harcenlcs; 
0) - Rjr) » <f)P^{r)/r. (6.6) 
The radial part of tht wa-re function satisfies, the equation, 
(#/2m) {d%^(r)/dr2 ^ M Z * 1} 
[E - ?(r)} P^Cr) - 0. (5.7) 
If distances are measured in terms of the radius of the 
first Bohr orbit, a© » * o*S28 x 10"® cm, and 
energise in terms of th© f^dfeerg, that if?, @^/2ao » 13-6 e?, 
the aboTe equation heoomts; 
Wigner a.nd f. Seitz, Phys. Rev. 804 (1933). 
. Bar<3:©@n, J. Chem. Phys. 6, 367 (1938). 
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^ tj) i  \  
+ (e -  ?(r) -  £U + l)/r^} Kir) « 0. (5.8) 
d r 
Since splierlcal hariaonios are ortho«riorn3,at;| that Isj 
,(P) I®; C49,<P) SLIII9 (FMM* ' ^ ^-9) 
in order that /u* U d't © * 1» the P* s are normalized so 
that dr a 1. 
Solutions to equation (5»8) are fomd in the following 
manner. For siaall r, hydrogenle warn functions may be used. 
These are given, for exsmpl©, by Pauling and Wilson.^® IMs 
solution for 'small r Is extended in steps fey calculating 
the second dtrlYatlf© of ^  from equation (5.8) for some 
assumed ?alue of energy. The change of the first deriva^ 
tiv© in an Interval ii computed from th® second derivative. 
In the aara© manner the change in in an interval is com­
puted from the new value of the first derivative. With 
the value of tht function at a new radiui, a n©w second 
derivative is coaputtd and the procts® continued, extending 
the function for Incrtasing r» The entire process is 
repeated with other assumed energies until-an energy is 
found for wMch tn© computed function satisfies the appro­
priate tooundary conditions. In the case of p functions, 
Pg.ullng and E. B. Wilson, Introduction to Quantum 
Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book. Company, HmrYSx¥7~r93^)7p^«~1^6. 
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sinoe U|)(F,o) Is periodic In the unit cell, and odd with 
respeot to either x, y, or z,  It must ¥anish halfway h&tmen 
nearest neighbor ions. Thus, the boundary eoMltlon on 
p4p(r) is P4p(pg) « 0. Table X gives %g(r), PgpCr), and 
P4p(r) as well as rCd.R4,g/dr) at interfals of 0.1 froia 
0 to 2 f 7 80 » 
From equa,tioii ,(S«6), the rate at which p functions mix 
with 8 functions as £ is inereased is 
-Cii/in) Cp! l V 7  I  s)/(ig(0) - %(0)] . (5.10) 
I'he matrix element oan be evaluated as follows; 
(Pzi d/d z \ b )  *  f i f *  I q  B p  4 -
3-1/2 i»2 (5.11) 
@ino© Iq » (4it gua j O  ^  (g/4ir)^/^ i z / r )  *  The 
matrix elements were calculEted from the fimctions in fable 
1, nuiiericallj integrating with intervals of 0.1 The 
trapezoid rula^® was ufed| that is, the integral %jas approxl-
mated as the sum of the integrands minus one half the end 
point values of the integrand, multiplied by the intei'val. 
Slie matrix €',lements ar# given btlowi 
2%., A. Granville, P. F- Smith, and ¥, R. Longley, 
Elements of the Differential and Integral Calcitlus (Ginn 
and Corapany,, Bostoia,'' liS'fr'p- 245> 
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fable 1. Herffiallzed wa¥e funatioris for copper* 
'/% %e fsp P4p 
0.1 -0.772 —3.86 0.607 0,344 
0.2 -0.715 0.82 0.400 0.233 
0.3 0 . 04r4 1.79 -0.249 -0.129 
0.4 0.475^ 0.93 -0.804 -0.441 
0.5 0.513 -0.12 -1.123 -0.602 
0.6 0.430 -0.72 -1.235 -0.634 
0.7 0.270 —1.16 -1.212 -0.564 
0.8 0.099 -1.25 -1.115 -0.435 
0.9 "1-0.04-4 -ItlO -0.986 -0.261 
1.0 •*•0.148 -0.87 -0.848 -0.067 
1.1 -0.219 -0.70 -0.717 0.133 
1.2 -0.274 -0.61 —0. 5^8 0.330 
1.3 -0,323 -0.60 -0.494 0.501 
1.4 -0.361 -0.42 -0.405 0.657 
l.S -0.384 —0.32 -0.350 0.774 
1.6 -0.394 -0.£3 —0.296 0.891 
1.7 -0.397 -0.14 -0.236 0.942 
1.8  —0 #420 -0.08 -0.176 0.994 
1.9 -0.422 -O.Oki -0.145 0.978 
2.0 -0.420 0.02 -0.114 0.963 
2.1 -0.418 0.06 -0.094 0.882 
2.2  -0.416 0.13 -0.073 0.801 
2.3 —0.409 0.13 -0.060 0.666 
2.4 -0.405 0.06 -0.047 0.531 
2.5 -0.404 o.og —0' • 038 0.361 
2.6 -0.403 0.04 -0.030 0.191 
2.7 -0.401 0.04 -0.025 0.000 
E -O.8e2/2a0 -? * 3e2/2ao 2.2©2/2ao 
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/u4pz(r,o) -|^U4@{r,o) - 0.055/ao (5.12) 
~^U4g(r,o) « 0.31/ao (5.13) 
®ie 4s bamd of nlefcel has 0.6 tleetrons per atom so the 
number of states filled in th® 4s band Is 4ir k|/3 (git)*^ « 
0.6i/2¥. Slii@e i/? « (3/4ir )C2.7So)*^, % « 0.58/ao. The 
energies of the three states are? 
E^gCo) .« -0.8 eVsa© (5.14) 
E3p(o) - -?.3 ©2/2a^ (5.15) 
E4p(o) - 2.2 #2/£ao , (5-16) 
so th.e aaount of 3p and 4p statii mixed x^lta the 4s state 
at the Fermi leirel isi 
-(fi2/ia)(3pliV I 4®) • 3'/{E4g(o) - %p(o)} « 0.055 (5.17) 
-(^2/nj)(4p|ivl 4s) • fF/fE4a(o) .. E4p(o)l - 0.021. (5.18) 
These Galculatloris indicate that the nearby states do not 
mijt appreciably with the 4,s itate. 
This result is somewhat surprising because 3p states 
are presumably very ti^shtly bound and thus l3p(H) = £3p(0). 
In this case the % funotlons have three-fold degeneracy, 
siace they haf© symmetry For state and £ in 
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the kjs; aireatlon, the energy is the same expression^® as 
given for the non-aegentrate casei equation (5.2). Equa­
tion (6.2) applied to t3p states, sajs that ooupling of 
3p (k 0) with other k » 0 states must caneel off k^/2m. 
3p ~ 4s coupling should be tht most important single con­
tribution. Th© same matrix elements and energy denominators 
are involved as in equations (5.18) to (5.16). Evidently 
the 3p state gets small contributions from many different 
states. Similarly, one might expect many states to mix 
slightly with the 4s state ba £ is increased from k « 0. 
Slater^^ has calculated one electron energies of 
solids by averaging x-ray term values. Band widths have 
been taken from soft x-ray level®. He gives the 4s band 
width (^ ) of copper as 0.5 e^/2ao, and the 3p state as 
located 5.1 ©^2% below the bottom of the 4s band. In 
the case of nickel the respective energies are 0.4 and 4.5 
e^/Z&Q' From the low temperature specific heat of copper 
its ^ is estimated to be 4.78 e¥ or 0.35 6^/2%, and its 
effective mass to be m* » 1.47 The difference in energy 
of the 3p state of copper and the bottom of the 4s band as 
given by equation (5.14) minus equation (5.15) is 6.5 e^/2a.o-
Schiff, 0|). cit., p. 154. 
C. Slater, phys. Rev. 98, 1039 (1955). 
SeitE, G£. p. 153. 
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fhes© last ©aergies ar© one eleetron values that neglect 
exchange aM eouloab tffect®, 00 it is not surprising that 
the agreement with Slater's lvalues is not better. 
In ealculationi of icatterlng amplitudes of electrons 
in nickel, Fuohs'^^ wave function for the k » 0 electronic 
state of, copper ¥lll be used for ^ gCr, 1) for all I', sine® 
no one etat© appears to mix appreciably x-^lth U4g(r, 0) . The 
4s effective mass used will b© that from low temperature 
specific heat of copper, a* « 1.47 m. fhe value of ^ that 
will be used for nlcls;©! is obtained by multiplying the value 
for copper from low temperature specific heat by (0.6)^/^ 
since nickel has but six-tenths the number of 48 electrons 
that copper has. 'this gives a value of ^ * 0.25 &^/2&q 
for nickel. 
The quantities 'X- and (Ki)f that appear in equation 
(4.10) can now be estlaated. fhe value of % that will be 
used is 
HL » tc m/4ii^aokF « •Tt/(1.47) (0.6)  » 0.89 , (5.1©) 
and that of (IE)y is 
(KE)o ^ » 2.75 e2/2ao , (5.20) 
where (KE)q is given following equation (7.7). 
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¥1. fKE 3D BAKI) OF iieiSl-
Fletehtr^'^ lias calculated the ivawB' function and energy 
values of th© 3ci. band of nlokel, using the strong binding 
aiethod. A Bloeh function can be formed from the following 
combination of atomic functions 
(/;« i-1/2 £(n) expClI • Wn) ' (6.1) 
If each atomio function has appreciable magnitude only In 
its oi-m cell^» then the Blooh funotlon will he nearly like 
the atomic function within that eell. Fletcher formed 
Bloch functions from each of th® five 3d atomic functions 
for nickel. Th© atomic functions were taken in the oubic 
form, that isi 
< / > !  .  (15/4TC)i/2 (xy/r^) HsaCr) (6.2 
^2 ' il5/4lt)l/2 ( y z M )  (6.3 
^3 « (zx/r^) H34(r) (6.4 
i l5/16tC)^/^ ix^ - y2 /^2) Rg^Cr) (6.5 
*^5 « (&/16^t)V2 (32^ . /f2) R3^(r), (6.6 
where'R34(r) is normalized so that /Hffl(r) r^ dr « 1. 
Linear oombinations' of Bloch functions formed from these 
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atomic funotloES are made so as to minimize the energy as 
caloulated in the stTOng binding approximsitlon. If « 
where 
i//t . ^-1/2 ©xp(il • %) f (6.?) 
then minimizing the energy is,equivalent to solving the 
equations. 
(Htf - Etf) (6*8) 
where repeated Indices are to be summed. H-ft' defined 
as 
HV-^' dt-, (6.9) 
and Ott»  i® defined as 
Qtt'  ' (6.10) 
Fletcher neglected the off diagonal terms of , and 
numerically estimated Htt« taking .% « 0 and of the near­
est neighbors into account. H© approximated the Gu+ poten­
tial of Hartree and Hartree^® by the analytic fom 
V(r) » - {l -t- 28 expC-3r)} /r, (6.11) 
where V(r) is in atonic units and r is in units of th© 
first Bohr radius a© • The radial part of was deter­
mined by curve fitting, using two hydrogenlc radial 
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functions. The nomallzed. radial part of the 3d functions 
was -glTen by Fletcher aa 
« 85.8Sr^ ©xp(-5r) + 1.979r^ expC-2r). (6.12) 
Fletcher efaluatei the aatrlx elements by keeping 
nearest neighbor terms and ealeulatlng Interaction integrals 
using the functions C6»ll) and (6.12). The oiatrix elements 
obtained arei 
%1 <3®®^ cos H -i- 4AgCeOS(i Q08 ^ •¥ cos^ cosS )  
%2 * -4Ax cos iQ oos ^  4- 4A2CGOS5 00s 5 ooe f cos •} ) 
H33 " cos 5 cos 5 + 4IG(QOS5 cos II - GOS 1 cos ^  ) 
H44 » 4A4 GOBS COS •! - 4A§(eos1 cos ? + 00s ^  cos S ) 
Hg5 ® -(4/3) (44 •¥ 4Ag) 0OI5 cos ^ (4/3)(2A4 - A-g) 
X COOSO OGS^" + ©OS ^  C08$ ) 
H^g • Hgx * »-4J.2 sin 5 sin S j Hgg ® 832 " -^Ag sins sin 
Hgx " %3 " iin >1 sin 5 » 0 
H24 * H42 a •«-4Ag sin n • sin ^  j H34 » » 4Ag sin ^  sin S 
%g " %1 * -C8/3^/^)Ag Bins sini^ j Hgg =* Hgg 
« (4/3^/^)^g Sinn iin^J 
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%5 ' %3 = (4/5^-/2 )Aq sin? sin i 
%§ * ^ 04 * (% +• AglCooei Goa 5 - cos ^ cos 5 ), 
(6.13) 
where t « akx/2f 1 » &fcy/2, and ^ » ak^/E. a is the 
cube edge of the face otiitered auMc lattice. %e Inter-
actloE constants are 
Ax « 0.1928SO, % ~ 0.05?2Eo, % « 0.07761o 
4| » 0.1348Eo, A§ =• 0.024?lo, Ag « 0.0862Eo (6.14) 
where E0 ••» 4(A3_ + A2) = 1.349 eV« 
ilong certain directions in k-space, the secular equa­
tion (6.8) can "be solved explicitly ss follows: 
(100) direction. E]^^g » 4^2 * 4(^2 - Ai)ooBi 
Sg 5# ^ BAgCOS 5 
— SAgCOS ^  
Eg - (4/3){-A4 - 4Aq 
+ C4A4 - 245)00® S} . (6.15) 
(110) direction. % 4^4000^5 - 8A5008i 
%,3 ® 4A2CO825 ^ 4(A2 -• A3_)COS3 
4A3Sln^l » 
% and E5 are given toy the two roots of 
[{4Ai + (lGA§/3) f (444/3)} q-^ 
+ (SAg/S - 16%/3 ~ 8%)q] E 
+ (16q2/3)(C4A3_A5 + 
— (SAgAg •<• BA^A^ *" 2A^Ag) cj_ 
+ (8A£A4 - 4%AG)] - 641|PV3 » 0, (6.15) 
where p « isln S q * cos S . 
(Ill) direction. « 4 [(2I3 + SAg - Aijcos^S - 2A3}. 
The other four roots ooour ia two ioubly-degenerate pairs 
given by 
•g2 «. 4 {'(2Ag — Aj^ if A4 — 2Ag - Aq)QQ@^S "h } S 
+ 16 [{(il4 - 2Ag)(2,ltg - A3) - 2Aq} 003"^$ 
•i- {13(^4 - BAQ) + 4A|] ooa^i - 2A|] « 0. (6.17) 
5 a* It J ^ a 0 directioa. 
%,2 ® t .  ^ M Ax + 12)00® 1 - 4lig 
E3 « 4Ax 
%,.& =* (4/3)f2il§ ~ Aa t  2(^4 + %)(1 Scos®'?)^^^]. (6.18) 
Electronic wave fujaotions can be written so that th© 
S' falls within the first Brillouin zone. This zone, for 
a face-centered crystal, is shown in Figure 1. Following 
is a deseription of th© 2one» 
Figure 1. Th& BrilXoulri zon© for a faoe-centered crystal. 
Points aat lin©» of iyiaietry are labeled using 
the notation of BSW.^S 
I 
I I  
/ 
I 
I 
I 
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If tlie lattice vectors are 
% w (a/2| a/2j 0) 
82 * (a/2, 0, a/2) 
^ » (0, a/2, a/2), (6.19) 
then th© reclprooal vectors art 
- l/a(l, 1, -l) 
^2 « l/a(l, -1, 1) 
% - l/a(-l,, 1, 1). (6.20) 
I'hese satisfy th© relation Si * ' The fc-space 
lattice is glv©n by ijj » Elf («!% + wgbg + ngbg), for 
integer n*s. fhe aeartst neighbors to th® origin in 
k-space are tor the six values of the type ni « 1, 
2^ ^  ®to., and for the two of the type nj. « 
1, ftg «* + If h3 a* +, !• For nj_ at iig « ng ». 1^, K » 
(2Tt/a)(l, 1, 1). A plsme Mstcting this vector is erected. 
This fowis the hexagon^al fao© of the Brillotiin zone, the 
center of which is called Lj the center of th© zone is 
called r . fh© distance r L is '^'he next nearest 
neighbors are given by the six values of the type n^ « + 
2^ " ±. 1# *^ 3 0 • 2^ * 1# ng « 0, K « 
2tr/a(2, 0, 0). A plane bisecting this vector is also 
erected, ©lis forms the square fao®, the center of which 
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is called X. The dlstanee rx is 2lt/a. On© seei that 
every vector in this zone is at least as near to the origin 
as it ie to any other Ifc-spaoe lattice point. For copper 
a = 3.608 X 10~® cm » 6.84 ao, so the distance 
» O.8O/a0 and the distance rx * EtT/a « 0.92/ao« 
If one wer® to approximate the first Brillouin zone by a sph.ere 
of equal volume, times the reciprocal of the volume 
of the ^ atomic polyhedron^ the radius ¥ould be 0.90/%. 
k-space distances are three percent larger for nickel. 
When E3a.C^) i® known, ©quation (6.8) can b© aolved for 
fhia can be a.one for the special directions for which 
the energy values have been given. Information concerning 
b^CS) for some other k's can bg dettrmined from considera­
tions of symmetry. 
Let 0(r) bt some operation (rotation, reflection, etc.) 
on the points of configwration space that leave a particular 
point (the origin) unaltered. The corresponding operation 
on a function F(r) is defined .by 
0 F(r) « P(0"^?). (6.21) 
The set of operators 0 thst leaves the potential function 
invariant forras a group known a.e the point group (referred 
to the point chosen as origin). Sine© the Laplacian is 
Invariant to all rotations and reflections, every operator 
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of the point group commutes with til© Hamiltonian operator 
H - - (#/2ffl) ^ Y i r ) ,  (6.22) 
So if* ^ is an eigenfuEotioB of the Hamiltoriiaii with energy 
E, 0 V is also aii ©igenfunotion with the same energy; 
H O * / '  « O H V  *  Q  E  ^  ^ T .  0  ^  .  ( 6 . 2 3 )  
Ml operator 0 applied to a Bloch fUiiction gives 
0 fir, H) » exp(if . 0-1 r) 11(0-^ r, k). (6.24) 
Let 0(2) define the saat operation in k-space as the 
operator 0(r) does in configuration spaG©. Then 
0 £ . 0 r « ? . (6.25) 
from which it follows tliat 
0 <^(r, I) » expdof - r) iKO-l"?, ^). (6.26) 
Sine© 11(0-1 7, E) i8 periodic in the orystal, 0 <^(r, ?) 
la a BXoch function solution witii propagation vector oF. 
'Ihe point group referred to an atomic position in a 
aimple face centered cutoia lattice such as nickel is the 
full outic group ffi 3 a. 
fhst sub-group of the point group that takes S' into 
itself or into an equifaltnt that is, a f* differing from 
4S 
£ by 2 ft" times a reciprocal lattice vector, is called the 
small group of E. For example, suppose £ is a general 
point in the plane. Th.® identity operation and z-^-z 
form the small group. Since the square of z-*-z is the 
Identity operation, {7, can be found that are even or 
odd to this operation. When an operation is performed on 
a function in the Bloch form as given by equation (6.1), 
all of the B can be mapped on to other so that 
the transform of equation (6.1) is the same type of ium 
of transformed cf functions. For the odd solution, only 
(p g, and <J^3, can enter, while for the even solution, 
^ and 'Pcan enter. 'Baus, wave functions whose £» s 
lie on planea XLP , LIT , Exr , and XU¥ as shown in Figure 
1, must be either even or odd to the operations z y, 
xe-^y, and respectively. 
Any E-vector in the Brlllouin zone can be generated 
by operating with some oember of the point group on some 
vector in, that portion of the zone included between these 
three plsnes. liius if is known in this region, solu­
tions for the whole zone are known. A plane similar to KLT 
can be obtained as a continuation of XLr , a point .similar 
to K being tii© intersection of the line Ul, and the center 
of a hexagonal edge. Some energy contours for this plane 
arid the ixr and X0M planes are shown in F'igure 2, for the 
highest energy even and odd solutions. Fletcher'energy 
Figiare E. 3d constant energy contours for Wgli syametrf 
planes of k-space of metallic tmae-owatered nickel,. 
Ener^ is gl¥en in imits of % « 1.349 e?, measured 
from an artoltpary zero., lav© functions tor k*s in 
the' upper planes , are even to mlrroriiig, while thoss 
In the lower planes are oM. la?© function symmetry 
Is given in the notation of BSM.22 
U4 0.409 
X5O.77I w, 0.311 
X2O.737 w,-0.228 W, 0.311 U,0.34l 
Ol6> 
L,0.667 0.6 
0.6 
03« 
0.6 
0.6 
lo.r 
0.7 
0.771 
W,-0.228 
X5 0.771 0 77, 
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values were, plotted In his units on lines of high symmetry 
and contours drawn toetwetn them to obtain these figures. 
Aeoo^rding to, Fletcher'a work, the Perioi energy for 
ferromagnetie nickel is about 0.2 ©¥ below the top of the 
3<i band,. or about 0.62Eo, and for paramagnetic nickel, is 
about 0.18 e¥ below the top of the 3a band, or about 0.67Eo. 
As states with energy neeir that of th© Fermi energy are 
those of interesti the energy contours plotted in Figure 2 
are those for 0.6So, and O.?!©. h symbol such as X5 0.771, 
signifies that for a 5 at point X, there is a waire function 
with symetry classification X§ snd energy 0.7711o. Since 
wave functions of propagation vector £ form a basis for an 
irreducible representation of the small group of £, know­
ledge of the small group ©nables one to classify the sym­
metry of wave functions. .The notation is that of 
Figure 3 shows that portion of the Brillouin z.on© bounded 
by the planes Xl.r , Lir , ixr and JOfW. Energy contours 
for E = 0»61q have been plotted to show how the constant 
energy lines on Figure 2 fit together in three dimensions. 
Ihe signs on symaietry planes show whether the wave function 
is even or odd to mirroring in that plane. 
Result© on normal 4s to 3d scattering will involve 
wave functions referred to a coordinate system where polar 
angles are measured froia £3^. l!he numbers on the axes of 
Figure 3. A  portion o f  the 3d Brillouln zone of face-
centered ffietallio Biokel showing a 0.6Eq  energy 
contour. Signs In hi^ symattry planes denote 
sysaetry under mirroring. A dot signifies an 
aecidental dtgeneraoy. Suiabers on axes of 
rotation denote the abiolute Eiagnitude of m 
¥alues of spiierieal haraonics appearing in the 
vare function for 1 lying on the axis, that 
axis lJ0ing the polar axis. 
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rotation in Figure 3 denote the absolute vjalue of the m 
values of spherical harsDnics appearing in the wav© func­
tion in this ooordina.t© system, for Instance, on the two­
fold axis ^  , the wa?-© function ^2 symmetry like 
zCx - y). In a new coordinate system where the z' axes is 
in the (110) direction, the y' axes is in the (0 0 1) 
direction, and the x' axes is in the (X 1 0) direction, this 
wave function has symmetry like x» y'. In equations (6*2) 
through (6.6) for the 3d functions in polynomial form, ^5 
consists of IK » 0 tersfs, and o « + 1 terrus, and 
and m a + E terms. Since is in the form ">^x» 2 is 
shown on the two-fold axis. 
Since IB « 0 terms are even to all mirror planes includ­
ing the polar axis, wave functions with even odd mirror 
syiiimetry can never have m ^ 0 parts. Wave functions with 
.even iymmetry can have all five types, fhe m « 0 solutions 
have low energy in all special directions, so one would not 
expect them to enter appreciable in solutions for energies 
near the Peraii energy. 
Fletcher has neglected off-diagonal terms in the over­
lap integral given by equation {6.10)» Since these will 
probably be of comparable size with respect to the off-
diagonal terms of the Hsmlltonian given by equation (6.9), 
this neglect is serious, fhe work of Slater and Koster^® 
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clrcuniTents this difficulty by considering the atomic func­
tions to be made ortho-noraal to eaeh other by taking suit­
able linear combinations. Energy Tslues end wave functions 
are determined at points of 'high symmetry by some accurate 
method such as the cellular method or the orthogonalized 
plane-wave methofi. The strong binding method is then used 
as an interpolation procedure, the constants A1...A6 being 
deterrained so as to fit the accurate calculetion s.t points 
of high syoiaetry. Slater and Koster Have used the results 
of Howarth'cellular calculation on the 3d band of 
metallic copper to compare the constants that would fit 
lowarth*s ©nergy values at points of high symmetry. Ihey 
find fairly good agreemtnt with Fletcher's results except 
for one constant. 
Howarth^'^ has also calculated the d band of copper 
using Slater'method of augmented plane vjavee. His 
results 0x0 completely different from those of Howarth,^^ so 
it seems that calculations on strongly bound electrons are 
very sensitive to slight changes in potential. This would 
make one rather unconfident of the constants as calculated 
J.  Howarth, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A220. 513 
(1953). 
34p ^ J. Hoifarth, Sreat Malvern, Worchester, England. 
(Private communicetion). 1955. 
C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 603 (1953). 
§3 
by titber Flttclier or Slater md loster. Gn the other hand, 
the atomic functions ui®€ by Fletcfeer should be fairly 
reliable as oaly snail am©mrits of nearby neighbors need be 
a<14ed to make the atomic fuaotloiia ortho^Bomal with the 
nearby neighbors. Fleteher* s interaotloia constants will b© 
used iB this work. 
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?II. 4S TO 4.S SSAffERIMG' 
A. iormal Prooesses 
The seattering amplltttde as given by equation (4.30) 
will now be evaluated for scattering from one 4s state to 
anotber. As dlscussesi In Section ¥, th© wave fimctlon C8l~ 
eulsted. hf FuchB^  ^ tor the k « 0 state of the 4b toana of 
metallic copper will be used for for nickel. 
First normal processes will be considered, that is scatter­
ing for which Ifj = 0. The first term in equation (4.30) 
contributeB to the gcatttring aiaplituie the following term; 
(4.30) does not contribute to scattering because the 
integral is zero. The reason is that the integrand, ie the 
product of en even function and an odd function, and the 
region of Inttgration is Bwea to inversion. 
Since Il4gCr) is assusaed to be spherically symmetric, 
Bg in equation (4*30)'is 
.1^-1/2 (-rS/juj . ygrad Hi (dUf/ds) d'^o 
, aqj m /^rn) iq • (7.2) 
®-qJ C(q) iq . (7.1) 
since fvf U'j_ » 1 The gecond ter® Bg. in ©quation 
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fli@ equality follows, as only th^3 part of q in the direction 
of B caii contribute. The integral can be related to the 
kinetic energy at k » 0, IIDqj, by noticing that for 
spherically syiametric wg,ve funetierisj 
(KE)o --(^ 2/218)  ^^ at 
« (3R2/2rfl) Id'/'/d X | ^ it: . (7.3) 
The last equation cosies fron the us® of the divergence 
theorem, and the fact that is periodic. Thus the 
thirfi terra in the scattering amplitude^ Bg, becomen: 
^ A^J (2/3) IQ • £ {IE)O. (7.4) 
Coiablrdng and Bg, one can write the scattering* aaplitude 
for regular 4® to 4s scattering as 
1-^ /^  ®q4 2^/3) %q • Sqj fC3/6) 
+ (2/6) (1 + ^ (7.5) 
since ^ » Clf)|' - CKE)0f Beth#,"^ by neglecting the effect 
that the total electronic energy must be independent of 
strain to first order, and tl:ie effect of charge redistribu­
tion, hes only the term B3, given by equation (7.4). Equa­
tion (7.5) is slB^ilar to the result of Bardeen,® except 
that it does not fall off as fast for increasing q. 
fhe kinetic energy Is given by the following expression: 
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(KE) ^ « (#/2b^} f IWI^ at- (7.6) 
wJaloii can be obtained by us© of the diirergeiaee theorem. 
The wa¥0 function at the bottom of the band Is given by 
y « %%s vy^ « (r/r) YQ(aB4g/ar). For this case the 
kinetic energy is gl^en by 
/-'S 
(KE)o " /(•ft2/Sni)(dR4a/dr)'= r® Sr. (7.7) 
0 
This was evaluated by numerical integration for the wave 
function given by Fuohs, with a result of {KS1)q « 
2.80 ©2/2%' The atomic polyhedron has been approximated 
by a sphere as was don© in Section "V. Tills irlll be done 
in the evaluation of all Integrals in this work* Steps of 
0.1 % were too coarse for the interval nearest the origin, 
OA 
so a 4s wave funotion was calculated by the ¥lgner~Seltz 
method using the Hartree -and Hartree^^ potential for Gu"*", 
and normalized ao as to Join the function of Fuoha at the 
first maxiiiUfB. The contribution to equation (7.7) of the 
interval from 0.0 to 0.1 % was integrated in finer steps. 
The value of (lE)o was reduced from 2.8 to S.16 n^/2aQ 
by this reeomputatlon. As an additional oheok, the 4s wave 
function was computed for the entire span by the Wlgner-
Seitz method. .Tho value of (KIS)o found by numerical inte­
gration for this function was 2.96 b /^2b^. The discrepaicy 
between this value and that froai Fuchs' function is due to 
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the fact that Fuclis took exch^ange Into account anci this was 
not done in the oomputatlon of the wave function in this 
work. In the following work, a value of 2.6 (34 eV) 
has been usefi for (KE)o' 
For Umklapp processes K is a small non-vjmlshing K 
vector. 'I'he smallest is that in the (111) direction, end 
the next smallest is in the (100) direction. The scatter­
ing aiaplituae for Umklapp processes will "b© evalueted by 
substituting in equation (4.30) for th© scattering ampli­
tude. The integral appearing in B2 can be converted into a. 
function involving the integral appearing in as follows; 
where integration by parts ha® been done twice. Meglecting 
El - Ef, the energy of the phonon, one can combine parts 
and B2 of the saattering amplitude &b follows; 
B. Omklapp Processes 
(7.8) 
§8 
-t- B2 « 
aqj 1 {C(q) q • tqj • K (^i2/2m){If^ - %^)/2 
/u4sU4s4toV C-e) 
Since k|- ^ kf +' K = ci, the expression in the teackets 
may be written as 
C(q) * q + (^^/2m)(q2 + 2ki • q) { & oj • 1/2). (7.10) 
The largest value of C{q) Is (2/3)(SE)p' « 1.83 eVsap. 
Referring to Figure 6, it is g®eti ths.t for Umklapp processes 
£1, -£f, and q, are all in the general direction of ?. The 
largest value of q Is about 1/2, so the largest value of 
(qS- +. 2IEI • q) Is less than 3(1/2)^, since ki cannot be as 
large as 1/2. For K. in the (111) direction, K » 
2'ft'3^ '^ '^ /a « 1.6/ao, and for in the direction of q and 
K, term (7.10) is less than (0.8/ao)(1 *83 +• 1.92) e^/g^o =» 
3.00 e^/2ao^. 
Equation (D.5) gives the value of the integral in 
equation (7.9) as -0.018 so the nmxlBum absolute value of 
+• B2 for Umklapp 4@ - 4® scattering is 
Bi + B2 « M--V2 aqj 1(3.00) (0.018) 
» aqj 1(0.064) eZ/2&o^. (7.12) 
Thus Bi + Bg can be neglected conipared. to B3 as given by 
equation (D.14) and the Uaiklapp 4s - 4s scattering ampli"^ 
tucie is given by 
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- ay (2/3) IQ • (0.8) (KE)^* (7.13) 
Bi Is large in Rormal 4s - 4e ssatterlng, but is 
small for Umk:lap|) 4s - 4s soatteriag. Tlie reaion is that 
norraal scattering tout ©quels *0.018 for Umklapp scattering. 
Bi and Bg tend to eancel for noraal eeattering, but for 
Umklapp scattering Bi is too small to and.of the wrong 
sign for thia oaBcellation, thus Umklapp scattering is much 
greater than normal scattering. 
notice that th® valu© of tlaklapp scattering amplitude 
ao@s not 4oin continuously to the regular scattering ampli­
tude wh©n kf kjL lies on the Brillouln zone boundary, that 
is when normal processes end and Umklapp processes begin. 
In order to show thia condition aiore clearly, a (1 X 0) 
plan® intersecting the first Brillouln zom, passing through 
the kg axes and the (111) direction is shown in Figure 4. 
Since + q - itof » Wa, and .5^, and ^  must all be 
in the first zone, Unklapp cannot take place while ki kf 
lies in the first zone. In Figure 4 th© case is shown for 
k£~^ii|» lying on the zone boundary. For this case ^  also 
lies on the zone boundary, k-i" -' kf orosse® the zone 
boundary and Umklapp processes begin, the scattering will 
be continuous. The fact that the present calculations 
sho%/ a discontinuity in scattering amplitude is an indication 
is proportional which equals 1 for 
Flgtti*© 4. A plane Intersecting the Brlllouin zone la the 
CO 0 1) ana {1 1 1) aireetlons. fhls is the 
lialtliig oase, in wMch seattering changes tmm 
normal to tJafclapp. % will soatter as a ^ raal 
prooeaa, while ^  will geatttr as an UaU.app 
prooess. the semttering angl® ^ • 
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of the in.ad©Quaoy of the calculations as earned up to 
this point.' 
fh© difficulty ami b® uaderstood by noting that aa 
kf Is In the first gone and approaches the zone bound­
ary, causae soattering, while, after k£~^kf crosses 
the zone boundary, ^  oauses scattering. Since ^  » 
the displaoementa of the ionic cores are the 
same for both waTes. fhi# is not tru® for the displace­
ment of a general point a® given by equation (4,17): 
3(r} « H-l/S Kqj) {aqj ezp(lQ * r) 
4. aqj ©xpC-iq • r)} , (4*17) 
with q restricted to the first Brillouln zone* In fact the 
equation can be generalised to the form 
Sir) » ^^(qjn) £qj % C expdqTln » r) 
•¥ aqj exp f-iCq'T'%) * r]3 (7.14) 
without in any way violating 1he condition that at the posi­
tion of the ion cores, S(in) is given by tquation (4.2), 
provided only that for th© coefficients Xa, 
ICn) Xn « 1. (7.15) 
Further, if the are functions only of Iq'T'iCiil, whether 
q is or is not In th© first Brlllouln zon© can make no 
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dlffer©ric©. Scioothness and convergence (according to equa­
tion (7.15)) are the only criteria at once available to 
restrict ti-ie. dependence of on q + . In the present 
work the fom 
Xn (7.IS) 
is assumed. 
For small ii X© 55s 1, and all others are small. On the 
other hmd, when 5 approaches a zone boundary and q ^ + 
^1, for some n, then Xq'^Xji^ I/S, and all others are small. 
Since the scattering amplitude is linear in the waves, 
scattering .amplitudes as previously calculated may be added. 
Figure 5 shows the earn© section of the Brillouin sone as 
Figure 4, for the case when kf is in the first Brillouin 
fone, and Figure 6 shows the case when ki -'kf is outside 
the Brillouin aone. 
As shown in Figure 5, for the case when ki «\f is 
Inside the Brillouin zone, the »ave with propagation vector 
q scatters as a normal process proportional to 
y A 
(kf - l^^l) ' while the wave with propagation vector 
q -t^^K scatters, as an llaiklapp process, fhe Umklapp ampli­
tude is proportional to (Sf - kj) • Cqj « (kj- - %'+ I) 
^ 
• I'he wave with propagation q + I must be included 
in the calculations along with the wave with propagation 
Figure 5. A plane inters©©ting the Brillouln_zone in the 
CO 0 1) and (1 1 1) dir#etlona. lies in 
the aone. q scatters as a normal pi»oe®ss, ant 
q 4- 'I scatters as an tJnklapp process, fhe 
seattering a».gle Ib 0 * 
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Figure 6. A plane Interiectlng the Brillouin 2sone in 
the (O 0 1) and (1 1 1) directions. kf 
lie® outsid© the zon©. q scatters as m 
Uwklapp process and q~^'K scatters as a 
normal proctss. scattering angle is ^  . 
The relation between the vectors is of the 
form kf -'ki = q~^K. 
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feetor as lq~V Kl Is fairly close in aagnittid© to |qj. 
Other ijj's are of fery slight importance, since the cor-
responding vectors are much larger than 
In Figure 6 the oes® i-^hen k£~^k:f is outside the 
Brillouin zone is illustrated, the wave with propagation 
vector'q (in the first Brillouin 2on®) scatters, as an 
Umklapp process proportional to (Ef kj,) • « 
(kl* - k-i V 1) • tqj, since % • kf I. The wav© q'T^Kn, 
where % « - K, scatters as a noriaal process proportional 
, ^ J y\ 
to (Ej. > Kn - kf) • £• qj « (kf «. k|_) • £qj. fhus it is 
seen that the scattering asplitud© is continuous when kj. kf 
crosses the boundary of the Brillouin zone. 
The scattering amplitude can be written as 
/vj Vp Pi 
« M-3./2 CE/3) i (kT^ ki) * 0{u), (7.17) 
where u * sin 0/2 « Ikj - kil /2 kf. 0^(u) is plotted in 
Figure 7 as a function of the scattering angle & . kj."^  kf 
has been assumed to be in the f direction. K has been 
taken as 1.8/%, double the radius of the sphere whose 
volume equals that of the first Brillouin zone. The two 
waves with largest % have been added with relative weight 
factors of (q •f-
Figurt 7. A polar plot of 4s to 4s scattering sliowliig 
S«(u) ai a fuactioa of spattering angle 6 . 
u » 0inCe/2), and #(0) « 1* has 
been asiuffled to be in the 1 direction. 
Scattering from waves witli propagation sectors 
h&& been combined with relative weight 
factors (qT'In) to obtain Qtiu). 
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lilt. 4S fO 3d SCATfERINa 
The amplitude for 4s to 3a. scattering may be found by 
evaluating equation (4.30) for the scattering amplitude 
using the wave function of Fuohs^S fop lJ4g(r, £) and the 
wave functions of Fletoher^*^ for ^g^Cr, S). It will be 
assumed that i-s of the form: 
E) 
* H-1/2 f(n,Bi) bjn(^) exp{ll • ^n) 
where 
«3a(r). (8.2) 
Ihese atomic functions are expressed in a form different =• 
from those in equations (6.2) through (6.6). Since 
polyhedron for 
tightly bound electrons, the main contribution to the wave 
function in the cell about the origin will come from the 
% a 0 term, and only this term will be considered. 
The first tern:, in equation (4-.30) for the scatter­
ing amplitude, la proportional to ^4@ d'2ro, where 
s» expdf - r) In terms of H34(r), is given by 
f|^ Cr,E) « I(m) b|(£) l^ *(/>9 , </')#xp(i 5a'r)H3a(r), (8.3) 
since 
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* ®2Ep(i2 • r) f 3^{r, S). (8.4) 
My expandlag tlie ©xpontntlal in spherical harmonics, one cgtfi 
evaluate this Integral as follewsi 
/'BSaU4sato 
Where i O , $ )  are the polar and azlmufchal angles of kga " 
fh© second term, B2* la th® scattering amplitude 
formula equation (4.30) is proportional to 
/^4sC d Ug^/ d 0)(lt'o# where s is the direction of th® 
polarization vector . Integrating one©'by parts, on© 
gets - y%4< dU4g/ Let dfJ4g/ d s be expanded in 
sphtrical haMSonics as follows: 
dU4i/ds- Km) ©SB U4s' 
In the same manner as "before, the Integral aboire becomes; 
/u4®C df|j/d ®)dt:o « - £(m, m*, £ ) bj Oai« i^Yf-®"'( © . ^ ) 
41t 1®-®' If' sln^ /^4c%43?)H|a 04s rS dr. (8*7) 
Th© angular integral® of the product of three spherical 
harmonics are tabulated in Condon and Shortley.^® Only 
II. Condon and 0. H. Shortley, Tlie 'Kieory of Atomic 
Spectra (Cambridge UnlTerslty Press, Gasibridge, lySlT, p. 
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terms for which & » 1 or 3 clo not,vanish. 
I'he last ttra, Bg, in the scattering aoplltMe formula, 
equation (4,30), is proportional to y"v IJ43( d Sg^ i/d s)a'2: ©. 
By partial integration this can be converted to 
-Q* f ^d. V (dlJ4g/d s)dt:o « Ttm term q* V {dU4s/ds) can be 
separated into a si^erioal^and a non-spherical part as follows; 
q £ : 04s « i ; 6 
I' {(t • ?)( t • r)/r} (d/dr)04g/r) 
*16 ; {(? r - I r^/S) /r} (d/dr) (U4g/r) 
q - t {(4sM •«' (r/3)(d/dr)Cu4g/r)} . (8.8) 
The non-spherical part can b® expanded in terms of spheri­
cal hariaonios of second order, that ii 
q £ I (r r - I r2/3)/r2 - Zim) dm , <f), (8.9) 
The Integral can now he expanded In the saii© aiasner as those 
ahove. 
q • f ^ tSd/^ ^"^o 
» -q 2(ra, m\ t) dj^  h®' iO $ $) 
/• ^5 
X di9 d^ * 4'ir y r) 
X (d/dr)(ll4s/^ ) r® dr + q • € 1 (a) bj (0, ^) 4'i?' 
X p2^^3d 3?) %[<4g/r) * ri&Mr)ivl^/T)/3}r^ (8.10) 
In this case the only non-zero terms ar® j2 * 0, 2, and 4. 
In Appendix D the three Integrals (8.5), (8.7) and 
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(8.10) are ©Taluated. OCq), a factor of B^j Is approxi­
mately 
C(q} . (2/3) im}f » 1.83 e^/Z&Q.' (8.11) 
In Integral (8.5) the @um can be rSQuoed "by talcing the polar 
axis, in expansion (8.1) to be I34. Then 0 = 0, and 
I(m) bj l|(©, i) - bo (5/4'a-)l-/2 „ o.63 bj. (8»12) 
Using equations (4 .30), (1-12), aiid (S.15), one can evaluate 
the sum of Bx 83 follov3i 
(Bl 1- B3)/1 N-1/8 atj 
= {(1.83)(0..63)(0.147) - £(0.0213)1 bj q • 
* Eq (0.294 Sq bj + 0.306 % +• 0.337 Qg) 
a 0.128 bg q • e2/2aQ 
q (0.588 % bj -f 0.612 Qx + %) @^ 72%, (8.13) 
where 
% » dj b| + d^ X ^ -1 
% « dg b| • d^2 bl'g. (8.14) 
Referring to Figure 3, for 3a states on the Fermi level as 
calculated by Fletcher^one notices that bg « 0. Con­
sequently, the only parts of equation (8.13) that contribute 
appreciably are 'those proportional to %_ % 
7'5 
ar© aisettssed in Appendix F. 
It Mill now be shown that t o r  normal 4s - 3d soatt©!*-
ing, Bg is negligible ©oiapartd to + Bg. Substittitlng 
equation {E.14) into B2 of -©quation (4.30), on® finds 
- - lt|j)(0.0S39 00 bS + 0.04S7 Ti)/ao, (8.16) 
^1 * ®1 ^ 1 ®«1 ^ -1* (8.16) 
The tn@rgy of th® phonon, • E|>, has be©n neglected. % 
is dis©us®ed in Appendix f »  
In o.rder tc3 oompare ©xpressi©ns (8.13) and (8.15), the 
conditions for normal scatttring to aaximlz® expression 
(8.15) and to ninittize expression (8.13) will be sought. 
Equation (8.15) is proportional to the amount of imt » 1 
s^tate, since b© ^  R®f®Wing to Figure 3 it is seen that 
ther® are state® on axes A aiid A that ar® pure Imi » 1. 
The larger for the Fermi level is on A . IMs £3^ is 
about 0.8/a© in length, this ehoiee ffiaximizes "id 
and thus equation (8.18). Equation (8.13) is proportional 
to q. 'Ihe minimum q would b@ with in the sam© direction 
as £3^. for thi® case q « 0.8/% - O.S/a^ « 0.2/% • The 
angle oC between £34 and q is zem- Heferring to equations 
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(F*16), CF.18), and (F.38), om it«s that shear waves cause 
scattering In both Bx + B3 and Bg» For this case the values 
of equations (8-IS) and (8.10)' ar® 
(Bx + B3)/1S''^/2 =* (0.2)(0.612)(41V/18)^/^ 
. 0.118 ©2/21^2 (8.17) 
aqj (0.0487)(0.64 - 0.36)(4ir/3)^/^ 
« 0.0278 e^/ga^^.. (8.18) 
Thus for normal scattering, I2 at its largest Is still 
only 0.g4 tifflts as large as • Bg, and therefore B2 will 
bt neglected for nomal scattering. 
Suppose 1® on the f- axis. 4s shown by figure 3, 
this state is type mi • 2. Prom equations (8.13) and 
(F.26), the normal seatt®ring probability to any 4s state 
is given by 
(0.674)2{4tr/ii) i ^ 2^ f^icc , /3g)(eV4%^), (8.19) 
where oC, /3g art the polar and asiimthal angles of q in a 
system as deseribed in Appendix F. the sfflplitud© of the 
longitudinal mod® is aq^. FgC 1 /3g) is defined in equation 
(F.26), and is plotted in the lower left hand corner of 
Figure 8. . 
Suppose Instead kg^ is on the axis A . ISiere are 
three states, two type imi « 1 and one imi « 2. Scattering 
Plgtire 8. CA) Gontowrs of plotted as a functioii 
of oC aM /8 ^  the polar and azlautlial angles of ^  
relative to wtiere the azismthal angle Is measured 
In a specsial system as discussed In Appendix P. 
Biis ftinctloa Is proportional to the transition 
pTObability for normal scattering between a pur® 
imi « 1 3d state and a 4s state. fB) In lik© 
nainer ooatours of fgC®^ * ^2^ plotted, 
probability for scattering Between an imi =2 
3d state and a 4® state is proportional to ?£• 
In eacii case, it is sufficient to plot contours 
for only one octant, because of symmetry. 
POLAR ANGLE 
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE 
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE 
60® 90® 
POLAR ANGLE 
from the tjp# imi - 2 state Is th© same as described above. 
From equations (8.13), and (F.19) the transition probability 
from tlie type \m » 1 state to any 4B state on the Fermi 
level is glfen by 
(0.61g)2{4lt/l5) i I |3i){©V4%'^), (8.20) 
where the anglte ar© similar to thos® aboTe, and f^io^ , Pj) 
is defined by equation (P.19) and Is plotted In tiie upper 
right hand corner of Figure 8. 
For ^3^ on tht axis A , as well as at a general posi~ 
tion on the Fermi surface, the 3d wave funotion consists of 
both iml » 1 and iml • g type functions. If one defines b 
and 5 by the relatione 
0.612 ^  « b eo0 » 
0.674 BJ * b sln», (8.21) 
then the transition probability will be given by 
(4ir/i5) 8 /3^) ^  sm^y fgC 
+ ®ln 22f Fx2 ioi* (^1$ ' (8.22) 
where ^g) define by equation (P.29) and is 
'ousstd in Appendix f. Equation (8.E2) is obtained by 
•'nbinatlon of equation® (8.13),(8.21) and (F.29). 
'|miQ.app prootss, is muo^ largtr than k4a, and 
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oonsequeiitly .B2 is much laor© i.aport.ajit than for norraal 
proeesses. for Iroi « 1 tjp© 3d fwnctions, Bg will con­
tribute most stTOngly when q is on the Brillouin zone 
boundary. TMa behavior oan be unterstooi in the following 
way. 
Bot^ noraal sud Umklapp eeattering enter when q is 
near a zone bounclary* Referring bisk to the discussion on 
normal aiid Uaklapp 4s « 4s uoattering, one finds that normal 
scattering is emised by and Ua&lapp scattering is caused 
by qg when q i@ on th® zon© boundary. By iyiBuietry require­
ments, waires with q's on the square face and on line LW 
of the hexagonal face will haT© polarization sectors such 
that on©, £3^, will be perpendicular to th© surface, and 
.A 
th® other two, gg ®hd £3, will be parallel to the surface, 
low 
^1 * ^1 * - Ig * £-l> (8.23) 
and BO,, sine© for these cases noiiaal and Umklapp scattering 
are addtd in equal a»unts, contributionH from normal and 
U'Wltlapp proo©s8©8 t®nd to cancel. Mormal and Umklapp 
scattering will not canotl for the other polarizations, but 
will add and b© proportional to the sine of the angle between 
__ -T -A. 
q and the nearby IC. Contributions of will csBcel com­
pletely if the fora of the scattering for normal and Umklapp 
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proe^esses is,the same, as It n®ai?ly Is for + Bg. Thus 
for s QU the square face aM oa lines analogous to L¥ 
ther® will toe s part of th@ scatttring fi»oa B3 due to 
normal aad Uiaklspp teras, aafi s part froa Bg proportional 
to the aiiiount of lm\ « 1 3d wave function, fhe former is 
proportional to the sine of the angle between q an,d the 
nearby !• ' 
4s - 3d seattering is much irore eomplloated in its 
angular dependence than is 4s - 4s scattering* Axial sym­
metry, as possessed by 4s - 4@ scattering is no longer present 
in 4s * 3d '.seattering. 
In this work it has been convenient to consider the 
icatterlng, from some 3d states to relevant 48 states. For 
conductivity caleulations, it would be desirable to know ^ 
the scattering fro® ®ny 4i state on the Fersd level to all 
3d states satisfying 'toe requirements of energy conserva­
tion. Ihls would require a more extensive knowledge of 
^a(^d) available at this time. 
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IX. DISO^USSIOM 
A. 4s - 4s Soatterifig 
The ®o®t rellabl® work on thei^raaXly induced electronic 
scattering In moaQValtnt metals is that of Bardeen*® The 
results of tii©'.present investigation for 4s - 4s scatter­
ing are shown In Fipire 7. iliey agre© falrlj well with 
tliose of Pardeen for long wav© length elastic waves. For 
short ifave lengths, for example, a H on the zone houndsry, 
the large Umklapp scattering ateraged with the smaller 
normal scattering, gives a result of an amplitude.about ten 
times greater than that of iardten. Th® d©for®able poten­
tial would not be expected to be very aceurat© for short 
wave length deformations« since if. the oharg© is carried, 
along with the ions, the jjoteatial locally Is not like that 
of a homogeneously deformed crystal, deformed to the local 
strain, llals last is one of the fundamental assumptions 
of the defomable poteatisl -ai us®d in this investigation. 
In brief, the results of this investigation would b© 
expected to b© fairlj accurat® for small q*s (small angle 
scattering) but probably not reliable for large q's. 
fhis investigation predicts that 4s - 4s scattering 
falls off faster with scattering angle for small scattering 
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angles, but is larger for large soattering angles than 
Bardeea's results indioate. Siis is in agreement with the 
analysis of the experiraeii tal temperature dependerioe of 
monoi'alen.t metals bj Zioan*^'^ 
BaMeen treated the ionic cores as, rigid and the s 
electrons as weakli- bound to them. Upon defonaing a crys­
tal, the potential changes in two wa^rs. One, the ionic 
oore potentials are relocated at the nsw ion sites. Two, 
there is an additional change in potential due to the conduc­
tion eleetrons redistributing themselves in the new ion core 
potential. Bardeen computed tht latter toy a self-consistent 
field calculation. 
In this work a continuous deformation is assumed. 
Conduction electrons are first considered to move witti the 
ionic eore® so that electrical neutrality is maintained., 
Ihe local potential is assumed to be that of a homogeneously 
defornied crystal, deformed to the local defoliation. The 
fine detail of the potential in the homogeneously deformed 
crystal is assumed to be that of a deforiiable ixstential, 
that is, the potential in the deforoed lattice at a defomed 
position is equal to the potential at the original point in 
the undeformed lattice. A function of strain, Independent 
of,,position, is added to the potential io that the total 
electronic energy will be a miniiium for the equilibrium 
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lattice gpaeiug.. If the condmotlon eleetrons. are roofed 
along witiri the ionic cores, so that electrical neutrality 
is preser?ed, the Fermi energy nay fluctuate !» the crystal 
if the deforrsatioR is not homogeneous. Thus to the poten­
tial of a hofflogeneously deformed erystal,must be added the 
X30tential produced by, the charge imbalano® ¥h©n conduction 
electrons redlstrlhut© so 'as to equalla© any fluctuation of 
the Fermi energy throu^out the erystal. 
B. 4s « 3d Scattering 
Mott has gi¥0n a britf disousiion of s to d acEtter-
ing. He assumed that a 4s electron's vBve function i® of 
the form 
4s 
^ = A * B * C (9.1) 
where A.»B»G. Since all fuaotions are normalized, A is 
approximately on@« He used tht deformablt ,potentl8l to 
dtsorifee the eleetron lattice intersetion. fhe transition 
probability for s to s scattering is proportional to 
\ m  f  V^p dtr I ^ (9,2) 
while that for s to d scattering is pro,portional to 
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I ® V? at: I {9-3) 
Since both protoatoilltles depend on the second power of B, 
and A 1, Mott conoluded that the probability of scatter­
ing an electron from a s state was roughly independent of 
whe'ther the final state was s or d. In the deformable 
potential theory as used by Beth©,'^ this would mean a 
constant G-Cu), or so called Isotropic scattering. 
Wilson® carried through a osloulation for the ©lec-
trical conductivity of transition metals using isotropic 
4s - 4s and 4s - 3d scattering. For high temperatures his 
results agree fairly well with experiment. The low temp­
erature resistance depends on the gap in k~spaoe between the 
s and d parts of the Fernii surface. Since kj, - kf » -"q 
for regular processesi a phonon with minimum q is required 
before s to d scattering can tal:e place- At temperatures 
low coijipared to the energy of this phonon, the number of 
modes with q large enough to cause s to d scattering will 
•vary exponentially with temperature. Thus, the contribu­
tion to the resistance due to s to d scattering will vary 
exponentially in this temperature region. Since this effect 
has never been observed, it seeias likely that the d band 
energy surface fluctuates sufficiently to have the d band 
Fermi surface intersect the s band Fermi surface. 
Mott's work on the probability for scattering is only 
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ari or<i@r of ma^ltude as.leul£tiori.,,^ so It Is not surprising 
that tlie present mA shows a moderately strong angular 
dependence, whez'e h© thought the scattering would be mainly 
Isotropio. 
G. UiBklapp B " s Scattering 
Bhatla^® ha.© tllscwseeft tiie effect of s - s Uiaklapp 
scattering on the temperature atpenfienc© of resistance of 
iiiono¥alent metals- He finds results at high temperatures 
that agree well «lth experiment, but prtdiots that at 
temperatures low enough so that few modes with q greater 
thSJEl 
I - 2k4g (9.4) 
are excited, Uafclapp processes would b# impossible and 
thus shesir waves wouM not oontribute to scattering. Kie 
consequent lowering of reslatanoe ie not observed. The 
results of the present Investigation do not predict this 
sharp cutoff in resistance sinee UiiB:lapp processes do not 
cut off sharply, being averaged with normal scattering with 
w@lght factor some function of tiie magnitM® of the propaga­
tion feetor. 
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D. LliBl tat lone •anfl Apppoxlmations 
ilside from using th© one ©leetroa formalism, the Etajor 
assumption in this work is that eleetron lattice Interaction 
can be represented a deforaabl© potential. Since results 
on 48 -• 4B scattering using the aeformatole potential are 
more nearly like those of Bardeen^' than are Mordheim' 
results, th© deformahle potential seems preferable to the 
rigid core method of Hordhelm. 
Some error was introduced by the use of wave functions 
for copper for a calculation on nickel, but it seems unlikely 
that this would change the major results of the calculations. 
Error has also been introduced by neglecting p and d 
state mixing with the 4B state. Ihe neglect of wave func­
tions located at ion sites other than the origin in equa­
tion (8.1) for 3d wave functions introduces small error 
since the overlap of M atomic functions is small. 
Uncertainty of interaction integrals for the strong 
binding calculation for 3d @lect«>ns in nickel leaves know­
ledge of baitk'sd) somewhat uncertain. Were different types 
of 3d states than 'those predicted by .Fletcher on the Fermi 
level, the 4s - 3d scattering would b© different from that 
described. Further \mrk of Fletcher'seems to oast 
doubt on the Interaction integrals. 
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fhe nuffierical Integration of laatrix elements, and the 
spherical approximation of the unit cell have both intro­
duced errors into the numerical faetors of this work, but 
do not teem Xikeli- to have afftcted the major results. 
E. Conclusions 
fhe transition amplitude for 4s - 3d scattering is of 
comparabl© size to that of 4® - 4s scattering. That for 
4s - 4B ioatterlng has azlmuthal synimetry as a function of 
the final k vector relative to the initial k vector, while 
that for 4s - 3d scattering has noderate angular dependence 
both in polar and azlmuthal angles of the final k vector 
relative to the initial k vector. 
For 4s - 4,s scattering when ki- is in the first 
Brillouin zone, normal scattering is caused by the longi­
tudinal part of elastic waves. Umfclapp scattering Is caused 
toy both the longitudinal and transverse parts of elastic 
waves. For small » q, only normal scattering enters. 
As 5 approaches the zone boundary, Uaklapp scattering rcust 
be added to normal, scattering, so that when q i® on the zone 
boundary, normal and Umklapp scattering amplitudee are 
averaged with equal t»ieight factor®. 
For 4s - 4s scattering when kf - '^i is outside the 
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first Brlllouin zone, tlmklupp soatterlng is caused by the 
longitudinal part of ©la.stio wa^es alone# Normal scattering 
i® caused, by both the longitudinal and tranai^erse parts of 
elastic waves* When kf -'k|_ is on zone boundary, normal 
and O'afclapp seattering enter witl-). equal wtight factors. As 
lnereas#@ further, the weight factor for Umklapp 
scattering increases at tb© expense of that for normal 
scatt©ring 00 tiiat whta kf" only Umklapp soatter-
ing remains. Tiaus as kj - ki changes from 0 to K, 
Bcatt©rlng elisnges from completely noraial to completely 
Umklapp. 
All modes eause both noriaal and Uaklapp 4.s - 3d 
scattering. 
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4. fht Fertarbatlon Potential Expanded 
ai a Sum oT«r Modes 
fh« potential of an eleetron in a metal may b© consider­
ed as a fmnction of the ©leotron eo-ordinate and of the dis­
placement of €aoh ionic core from its equilibrium position. 
Bius the perturbation potential is gi¥en bj 
VP(?* %) « ?(F, I'LL) - ?(F, 0). CA.L) 
This may bt expanded in a Taylor's series about the equill-
brlum position of the cores: 
%l - ZinA) s| ibtir, CA.S) 
where the derlTati^res are evaluated at the ©quilibrlum 
positions of the ion®*, 'i'h# Oartesian co-ordinates are 
indexed by 1. One oan defla© a set of feotor functions 
from th© derivatives as followi* 
m|(?) . (df(?, %)/ds|). {A.3) 
By the ptrlodiolty property 
%(F) « WoCr~^%). CA.4) 
the ionio oor© displa«semente satisfy 
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% " H-V2 Z(q J) gjj 
X. {a^ij expClq ' ^ exp(-lq • in)]- (4.2) 
Sutostltutlng equation (4*2) in equation (1.2) and inter-
ohanglng the order of susmation, one obtains 
%(?» ?i) * J) ?qj • {aq4 Z i r ,  q) exp(iq • r) 
• t  a|j Z i T f  -q) expC^iq • r)J, (A.5) 
where 
Z(?, q) « t i n )  io(r~^%) es^sfiq • (% - r)} (A.6) 
is periodic in ?• For electrons fiesoritoed Toy Bloch wave 
functions, that ii 
fir, k) » li-i/2 expClk • r) IJ(r, k), (3.1) 
the soattering amplitude can b© evaluated using; :®quatlon 
(A.5). Bie onlj q's that eause scattering are those for 
which 
H  -  t  t * K, (A.7) 
where K is some reciprocal lattie® vector times2ir • One 
obtains 
y^f dt© .  £CJ) .  /f| %  I ( r ,  q) dl^o 
X (aqj • (A.8) 
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where the integration is over a unit ©ell and q satisfies 
equation (A.?) with the + sign. il| i® defined as follows: 
ff• « expCil • r). (A.9) 
In equation (A.8) only one of the a*s will oontribute 
depending on whether th@ energy of th© final electronie 
state is greater or less than the initial electronic state 
and thus whether a phonon is destroyed or created in the 
scattering process» Thus it is seen that only a definite 
q can scatter between definite initial and final states. 
B,. Sie Deforraable Potential in a Homogeneously 
Deformtd Crystal 
fhe Schro©dinger equation for the undefornied crystal 
is 
(#/2ffl) V2 + fCr) - n ^ ) ]  1 )  « 0. (B.l) 
and that for a homogen®ously strained crystal (indicated 
by subscripts h) is 
[- V2 + « 0, (B.2) 
since th© wave function in a homogeneously strained crystal 
must still be a Bloch function. Ont assumes that the 
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potential is., except for sB additlTe constant, a deformable 
potential,, that la, , 
?^(?) « C (B.3) 
If one changes variables, by introaaclng 
r» « r - 1(7), (B.4) 
one has 
d  /  d  • -  (  d  S j /  d  X j L ) J  ^  /  d  X j  I  
« [ S x ^  - (^>Sj/dXi)} [4i!: " ^ dxi)] 
Xb^/dxji dx^i « d^/ dxn dXf t - {( d Sj/ dX|j:) * ( dxj)} 
dx|.i 4- •••, (B.5) 
where doubl«j Inaiots are to be stmmea.. Equation (B.5) -
and all of th® present worfe. - is oorreet only to first 
order in strain, fhe strain tensor 7iJ, a tensor Indepen­
dent of position for homogeneous deformations, is defined 
as followss 
- {(dai/dxj) + (dSj/dXi)} /E. (B.6) 
Then using equation (B.§), and substituting equation {B.3) 
into equation (B.S), with the ohange of -rarlables one gets 
the following; 
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(-{ft^ /2m)( 7*^  -  2  ^  t  V *  V )  •  C  • » .  ? ( F » )  
- ?(?')* k') » 0. (B.7) 
Except for the. term -eontainlng the strain , this is iden­
tical with the equation {B»l) for th© uiwaeformed crystal, 
i'he p©riodicity of ?{r*)' i» equation (B.7) as a function of 
r' ia that of the undeforaed lattice. So the wave functions 
for the homogeneously strained crystal can be expanded in 
terms of solutions for the undeforiaed cryital, as 
fhfrf?'),£•) =• Z(£) (1 - A)l/2 exp 
X Ci£ • r») u^Cr', £), (B.8) 
where the are cotffioients, and ^ indexes the hands. 
£ i0 related to the propagation vector k» in the defonued 
crystal by th® relation 
• ?, {B.9) 
or 
^i* • f'^ij - (dSj/dXi)} kj. (B.IO) 
fh@ factor (1 - ^  is for aoimaliaation. I'h© operator 
H' « m y n )  ^  t  V* "t* 0 (B.ll) 
from equation (B.7) now servts as a perturhation energy 
operator. 
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To first order •in strain th© energy for an electron in 
the £ th band of a hoTOgeneouely strained crystal oan now 
b© written 
Sh{£»je) « E{f^) + ^ I 
^ 7* V' V^{rS£) + C. (B.12) 
The wave functions are the eigenfunations for the unstrained 
crystal, and the Integration is over the unperturbed, crystal. 
To first order in strain, the ferroi energy can depend 
only on dilatation. reason is that since the Fermi 
energy is a scalar, indeptndent of position or of it can 
depend only on scalar functions of the strain. Ihe only 
scals-r of first order in strain is the dilatation. The deriv­
ative of Ferai energy with dilatation will be? computed from 
equation CB.12}. This will involv© the constant 0. The 
expected valu© of the derivative of Fermi energy with 
dilatation will be derived by applying the condition that 
the total electronic energy is a minimuia for th© equilibriun 
lattice spacing. The constant C will th@n be dttemnined by 
equating the two expressions for th® derivative of Fermi 
energy witti dilatation. 
For a unifom pure dilatation 
11 * ^ 22 * *^33 * CB.13) 
and 
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^ 1 2  *  1E3 ' ^13 ' (1.14) 
So, for ttil8 epeeial case 
- E(f^ ) « i ^ y m ) {  1 ^ / 5 ) J H  
« - (g/3)(KE)^ A  +  c .  
V^*(?,k)V2 agr 4. C 
(B.15) 
(•fCE)|£ is the kinetic entrgy of an electron in the unstrained 
crystal in a state with propagation vector 
Given a state on the Fermi level of the una,efor!ned. 
crystal I , one wouM not expect the value of , related 
to E'p toy equation (B.IO), to be on the Ferai level of the 
deformed crystal, fhis difference will now be taken into 
account to determine DEp/dZi , the derivative of the Fermi 
energy with homogeneous dilatation. If k|»{ vj ) is a k of 
the Fereii level, of, th® strained, crystal, let <Jk( vj ) be 
defined as follows: 
fhe region, in k-spact bounded by th© surface composed of 
points £f, the Fermi surfj^ce of the undeformed crystal, 
contains a number of states equal to half the number of 
electrone in the conduction band. By the conservation of 
states, the surface kf» encloses the same number of states 
as %. SpC ) also enclose® the same nuaber of states as 
Figure 9 shws the relation between the surfaces kpt, 
}l|*( )^ ) a kpi + ^ kC . (B.16) 
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2 f  ( ) ,  t h e  v e c t o r *  ) ,  a n d  t h e  u n i t  n o r m a l  t o  t h ®  
Fermi surfsio© of the deformed crystal, S7^Sjj(k)/1 • 
Figure 9* Showi^ tii© relation between the surfaces 
kill , kpC ), the vector ), and the 
unit nermal to the Fe,r!iil_^surface of the 
deformed crystal I Vfe.%CS)/I VfeShC^)! • 
fh© number of states in the volum© in k-space generated by 
the element of area dgk of surface £f( ) and. the vector 
^ ) Is 
2^^ 5^  )/lVk%(^ )l (2ir)^ , (B.17) 
*2 
since the density of states in k-space is (21*') • Equa­
tion (B.17) Integrated over £f'( ) is the number of states 
between %i and %( ), that is 
• ,Sl(«^ )/|VkEhtS)\ (2lt)3 « 0. (B.18) 
SpCKj ) 
On the other hand the density of states per energy interval 
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at the Femi level Is given, by 
P g  - (B.19) 
£p( H ) 
The Fermi energy of the deformed crystal.can be expanded 
as follow@s 
' Vu;Eh(k). (B.20) 
Thus the differenee between the Fermi energy in the deformed 
crystal and tii© undeformed cryetsl is 
)} - SC^ .) - ) • Vi5;%(S). 
(B.21) 
The first two terms on the right of equation (B.21) are 
given by equation {B.16), go by multiplying equation (B.21) 
by dg&ZlV ^Eji(l)l (2*^)"^ and integrating over the Fermi . 
surface of the deformed crystal, using equation (B.18), one 
obtains the followiagj 
Ps[%l^ FCn )} - - Pe C - (2/3)A 
X (KS)|s/|Vk%(fe)l (2tC)3. 
^f(i^) (B.22) 
Thus the derivative of the Fernd energy with respect to 
dilatation is 
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DE|VDA-» - {.g/3)ClE)p 4- C/A , (B.23) 
wiiere (KS)!"- ,1s the average of the klaetlo energy over the 
F@rml level, dsflnea by 
{KS)p « ClE)^^|Vj£Eh(2)l/ Vk%(S) . {B.24) 
Compared to' the effect oa 4s eleotrons, one vouM not expect 
tiie energy of 3d eltotrons to be effected greatly be aeforma-
tions siaoe the 34 eltetroos are more tightly bound to the 
atoms. For this reason, only 48 electrons are taken into 
account in these ooaslderatlons, the M electrons being 
considered to bo part of the ionic core. 
'file total energy of a orystal isust be a minimum at 
noraal volume* This energy is made up of a sum of single 
electron energies plus other terms, fhe other terms include 
exchange effects, repulsions between cores, correlation 
effects, and individually they are appreciable compared to 
the single electron part. But for the alkali metals, 
23 they altaost cancel, tod i^ehs finds a similar result 
for copper at the ideal sp';:icing. Hiese cancellations laay 
be partly a matter of chenoe. levertheless, in the pi^esent 
wori., these various terms «111 be oiaitted. It will be 
acsumed that the sua of single electron energies ~ tho 
energy at the bottom of the band plus 3/5 the Fermi energy -
varies only quadratioally with strain. Using fels assump-
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tlon on© can calculate DEp/D/i . For a band in normal form 
5* « C#/Eni*) (B.25) 
and 
4lCkj.^/3 « (21t)3 (ii/2), (B.26) 
where n is the electron density. Solving for the Fermi 
energy in terms of the electron density, one obtain® 
^ n^/®. (B.27) 
If a crystal is subjected to a uniform dilatation, A , the 
electron density change, S n, is given by 
Sn/n • - A, (B.28) 
and the Feral energy change, , is given by 
- (#/2ia*)(3ir2)^/^ (2/3) n*3-/3 - (2/3) .(B.29) 
fhis assumes that » 0, a condition that followi 
from equation (B.15) if and only if the total k dependent 
energy Is kinetic. 
Figure 10 shows that if the energy of electrons with 
energy (3/5)^ in the undeformed crystal is Independent of 
homogeneous strain to first order, then the increase of 
Fermi energy is (2/§) , where is the change in 
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(2/6) i? 
_ i 
T "  T  T 
;  ?  r w r  
(3/6) >5 
__l 
vo 
cx: 
ui 
z 
uu 
Undeformed crystal Hew^geneously deformed crystal 
Figure 10. I^he oonductlon baad of a hoiaogeneously deformed 
crystal relative to that of an undeformed crystal-
energy of th© filled portion of the b&ad due to the homo­
geneous strain. Using equation (B.29) one finds 
(D%/DA) * -(2/S)(2/3) ^  . (B.30) 
From equations {B.30) and {B.23), 0 cm be evaluated as 
follows: 
C « (g/3) {{KE)f. - (2/6) f ] A  . (B.31) 
C. fh© Deformable Potential for 
Sinusoidal Deformations 
ThQ effect of a dtformatlon will be considered in two 
parts. First, conduction electrons are moved along with 
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ionle oores so that the crystal is everywhere electrically 
neutral. 'She local potential is then assumed to be that of 
a homogeneously deformed crystal, deformed to the local 
deformation. Second, conduction electrons are peraitted 
to redistribute so as to rtmoTe fluctuations in the Fermi 
energy in the crystal, fh® potential energy change due to 
the redistribution •will now b© derived* 
Ihe B'ermi energy will be affected locally in two ways 
by this charge redistribution, firat, if the charge density 
changes by tfn', there will be a net charge density 
6p « -e4n% and the potential energy change of an 
electron due to this charge density will be 
• e <S? « 41t ®2 ^ n«/q2 (G.l) 
if 
<Jn' « sinC? • r) (C.2) 
since SP * Second, as is shown in Appendix 
B (equation (B.29)), for a band in normal form, when the 
electron density changes by 6n', the Fermi energy changes 
by an amount 
6 ^ - (2/3)^ 6n«/n« (C.3) 
For deformation© whose average value is zero, the Fermi energy 
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Is independeftt of strain to first order. tBiua the aum of 
the two energy changes given "fcf equations'(0.1) .and (C.S) 
will be equal.to - (Dly/BA)* Baus 
(2/3)5' (^n'/n + •  -  (DEj«/D A) • (C.4) 
Solving for <Sii' one ofetalni 
Stk' « - (BEp/DZ^) (C^3)C^/I1) 4- 4tCe2/qg]-l. (0.5) 
The eleetrost.atio potentl.al energy of an electron due to 
tills eleotron density is 
-6 Sv » 41C©2 ^ni/qE « . (Dlf/D^) (1 4. O' (c.6) 
¥her® 
% * 2^/l2lt'ne2 , 'a:#/4ai^ %, {C.7) 
for a band of normal form. 
D. Ivaltaation of lattgrals for Uaklapp 
4s - 4i Seatterlng 
fhe integrals occurring in Bx + Bg as given by equa­
tion (7.9) and in Bg aay be evaluated for any value of ?. 
fhis can toe done by expanding the exponent exp(lK • r) in 
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iplaerlcal 
®xp(ii • r) « 4<v lU, 
(D'l) 
where J^dr) is the sidaerlcal Bassel function of oMer . 
Spherical hanaonlcs are dtfinet toy 
l/Z. 
ss -i® {2C-I- 1(£ * ffl)i/41tC^+ m)'J (e3cp(lm<p )/2^j£') 
X siii®/t9 (a/d/u) « C/u2 . 1)^ (jj.g) 
where yw. « cos/vP . in alternative definition is 
Y ^ ( ^ , c p )  =  ( - 1 ) ®  { ( 2 ^ 4 -  D i e -  m ) i / 4 l t ( £ i .  
xp^(cost9) expClm^), a^O, (D.3) 
where P® (oos/') is the assoelated Legendre function. 
(/i9 p cf ) and are the polar and azlmuthal angles of 
? and ^  respectively. The sign ©onventlon of {/>9 , ^  ) 
- (-1)® (/i^,<p) is taken. 
In the approximation in wiiloh the domain of integration 
is taK.@n as spherical, one can use th@ orthogonality of dif­
ferent s|iierlcal harmonica. Thus the Integral in term (7.9) 
is 
Sohiff, 0£. P i t .  .  p .  105. 
Jahnke .and F. lad©, fables of Functioni (Dover 
Publloations, lev York, 1945), pTiTs. 
10? 
rs j expCif • r)04Q%^o ^  r)u|g dp. (I).4) 
o 
fhis expi»es«lo» was evaluated for f in th© ,(111) direction, 
that is 1.6/%. failles of ©pheriaal Bessel functions are 
39 
afailabl© ia tabular form. The Talue obtained from 
41^  / JoCi.e r )  u|g dr « -0.018. 
f-
numerioal integration is 
fs 
L " 
'0 
The integral to which Bg 'is proportional may be separated 
into two parts as follows; 
A 
VfexpCil • r)U4s} at q 
» ily'exp(if • r)U4e "tqj • VlJ4g dt© 
# J^expiii • r)VU4s tqj * dto- C»-6) 
fhe first of these is the integral {7.8} previously calcu­
lated. The second may be evaluated by separating the product 
of the graditnts into spherical and non-spherical parts, 
that is 
» (4«r)-l {(r/r)(?/r) - i/3}Hll 
t J C4tt)~^ (D.?) 
39 National Bureau of Standards, lableg of Spherical 
Be SB el Ftai.otion.8 (Columbia University Pres®, Hew York, 1947). 
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The non-spherloal part may be expanded In spherical har­
monics of seooM order, that is 
1 gqj : (r?/r^ « 1/3) « q  t ( m )  d j u l g ®  (p.8) 
If one dot® ^ into equation (D.7), multiplies toy equa­
tion (D.l), ana integrates over the atomic sphere, one 
obtains 
^ ** j'expdK • r)VU4gVU4g o 
" ^  • ^QJ B4S'^ dr/3 - q I(m) % Y|( 0% f') 
/ ' S  ' o  
Hg^Kr) H4g«2 j.^ dr, (».9) X 
'0 
where ©', specify the angles of I. 
The two integrals haf® the following Talues; 
n 
6o Cl»6 3?/%) 4s ' 2.41/af (D.IO) 
^2 41 * O.G98/a|t (D.ll) 
as obtained from nuaerioal integration. Proa tquation 
(D*8), the awffi in equation it).9) is 
q£(ia) % XlC©'# • K)( £^j • I) - {q • eqj)/3. 
(D.12) 
Using equations CD'6), (7.8), and (D.9 - 12) one can 
evaluate th© integral to whloh B3 is proportional as 
followsJ 
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^ - (q • K){ tqj . i) [0.018/2 •<• 0.095/(1.6)2} 
+ C? ' ^qj)(2.41 -1. 0.095)/3 
« - 0.046 Ci • 1)( tqj • I) •»• 2.50 (q • 
(D.13) 
for a q on the Brlllouin ZOE© surface 6qi is approxi-
mately parallel to I, and ^q2|3 approximately per­
pendicular to 1. She dlreetional iepeMenoe of the two 
parts of equation CD.13) art the same for ^qii ana the 
first part is zero for ^qg^s* la ©Tent, ISie first 
part is saall compared to the secoM (K ^ '1.6/% or 1.8/%)* 
and, all hut the ©oatribution of integral (D.lO) to equa­
tion (D.13) will be neglected. I'hus Bg is 
Bg «• - ii-1/2, aqj i q • £qjC2/3)('fiV2Hi) (Kr)R4| 
" (D.14) 
Notice that ttils expression it tlie same m Bg for normal 
4s - 4s aoattering, exo.@pt that th.e integrand has an extra 
factor Jo^Kr). fhis factor re^moed integral (7.7) from the 
unaorreeted value of 2.8 9 /^2% to 2.41 ©2/2^^ as given toy 
equation (B.IO), a reduction of a factor of 0.86. Since 
the nuiaerloal integration for (KE)o overestimated the size 
of (%s')^ near the origin, and off near the 
origin, the factor 0,86 is too large. A value of 0.8 has 
been used, so that in place of the value of equation (D.lO), 
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( 0 . 8 } ( 2 . 5 )  /bq^ «  S * 0/eQ^ ' W l l l  be used. 
S. Evaluation of Integrals Required 
for 4a - 3a Bcatteriag 
Fletdier^*^ gives the radial part of th© 3d atomlo 
function as * 85»88 @xp(-5r) •«- 1.979 exp(-2r)| 
?fhere %g(r) Is nomall^ed &§ follows; 
Distances are measured in teraii of the first Bolir radius. 
Some expresilons deriifea ia tlie first part of this 
involve dariiratlves of 1l4g(r). ^gCr) ii available only 
in graphical form so it would b# d«slrabl© not to use 
derivatives of U4g(r). 'Tlie integral may be integrated by 
o 
/jlC%ar)O40 Hg^Cr) r2 seatlon, for instanoe 4IT 
40 parts by u®@ ©f th& relationsj 
(d/dp) J^Cp)} « *^^-1 
(d/dp){p-2 J^(p)} « -p-^ CP). 
(E.2) 
(E.3) 
On© finds that 
M. Mcjrse, Yibration snd Sound (loSraw-Hill Book 
Company, Ino., Hew yort,""i§4l''fe)7' seoond edition, p. 316. 
Ill 
/-51^ 3^(1 r)(dll43/dr)HS^ (r)r2d3:. 
' 41^  Jx(k3^  3?s)Rjjj(rg)U4s(rg)r| 
- 4ir k3a 
z. 
JlCkg^ r)lJ4g(r)R3j(r)r%r. (E.4) 
V 
were evaluated at Intervals 
between r » 0 aM r » 2.7 a0 In steps of 0.1 a^. For 
constants as caloulsted by Fletcher, met of the Perml 
level for the 3d band of iiiekel vaa a distance of about 
Q.7/&Q from the origin so the following Integ-rals were 
evaluated for kg^ =» 0.7/ao' For U'mklapp processes kg(3_ 
would be somewhat larger. The results of the numerical 
integrations are given beloi^: 
y2^ •'^^)R3clCr) U4g(r)r%r » -0.0117 (E.5) 
' o  
[j^C .7r)R3^{r) u4g(r)r2ar « -0.0356 (E.6) 
paC .7r)R3^(r) u4s(r)r%r « -0.00054 (E.7) 
r 
yg( .7r)R34(r){(U4g/r) + (r/3)Ca/dr)(U4g(r)/r)j r^dr 
^ « -0.0027 (E.8) 
JJoC r(a/dr)(U4g(r)/r)r2clr « -0.316 (E.9) 
% 
p 2 ^ r ( d / d r ) ( I J 4 g C r ) / r ) r ^ r  » 0.0148  ( E . I O )  
p4( .^rlRsaCi") r(d/dr)(u4@Cr)/4)r2dr » 0.0002. ' (IMI) 
o 
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lategral (8.5) ean evaluated as fellows by substi­
tution of equation (D*§): 
fsSd %8 - 0.147 Km) l|^C©t$)- CE.12) 
Integrals (8.?) and (8*10) may be expanded most 
©asily by aasuming anglei are measured from For 
© » Q, ,X®(0,$) ta&es m tiie values 
Y®(©,$) • CE^-^ l/4tc)l./2 . (E.13) 
fhus in equations(8.7), only mam' terms are non-zero. 
The ooeffleients 0® may bt traniforaed to the new system 
by noting that it arises in @xp.aiisiQns in th© form 
£(m) c« , <P) • If ^  and cp are measured in a new 
coo.rdlnate ®y§tem, a n©w set of ©•§ must be taken so that 
th© function expanded is th© sam®. Spherieal harmonies of 
order t form the bails of a £ dimensional irreducible 
•41 
representation of the three dliaenslonal rotational group. 
To have the expansion Invariant, must transfonn with 
the invers© transformation of that of the Coefficients 
b^ and dgi ©«i b© treated similarly. The angular integrals 
in equatloni (8.7) can be evaluated froa tables in Condon 
and Shortlty. The radial Integrals are given in equations 
,L. van der laerdtn, Die trupoentheore11 sche Metlriodg 
in der (^an'teniBeohan.ifc (Julius Springer, Berlin, 19'32)7p^^^> 
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(1.6) ana (1.7). The Integral (8.7) evaluates Is a© 
follows; 
®o 
- 3 1(0.0356) {(4/15)^2 |s» ^ (3/15)^/^ Ti) 
- 7 1 (0.000&4) I (27/245)3-/2 tig cq • (9/245)1/2 
a l{(0.0&39) hQ Oq + (0.0487) %} . (1.14) 
wiiers 
% » Ox fef + 0^1 toll. (8.16) 
Ae in the case of Integral (8.7), inttgral (8.10) will be 
eval.wated assuming angl©s are mtasured from as the polar 
axis. Tm radial Integrala in ©quation (8.10) art given by 
equations (11.8) thTOii^h (1.11). Integral (8.10) 1® evaluated 
as follows: 
«o ^  * f ^ %s^^®3a/ » 0*316 q 2(ffl) % b^ 
- (5/7) q(0.014S) C 2 % bg + % - 2 Qg^ 
• (3/4) q(0.0002) {6 do ^ 0 * ^  %} 
- 0.0027 (•20'nr)^/2 bg q • 'Sqj 
« q( 0.294 do bo -J- 0.306 Qi 0.337 Qg}- 0-0213 bj q * ®oJ • 
(E.15) 
wher© 
0,1 . 4i b! a.i bti 
•• Sg "I + 4.g bZz- (8.14) 
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F. tegular Dependence of Goefficients 
1. fii© depenaence of ooeffioieHts &« 
on'the directiofiii''of ^ and' gg.f 
The .3d * 4s soatterlng amplitude deptMs primarily on 
the sum t{m) da bai*» where the to-'g satisfy 
9^3d atoffiie * £(ia) feffl (F»l) 
and the eoeffioients are defined by th© following rela­
tion: 
q £qj:(rr » Ir2/3)/r^ « Urn) d® 9')' {F.2) 
The X's form a basis of an irreduoible representation of 
the three-diaenslonal rotation gf^up« The d's and b's, 
forming scalar products with the X's, also form bases of 
the rotation group. An alternative representation could be 
obtained by expanding in tht tpherical harmonics in the poly­
nomial form in this manner? 
q £qjj(Jr - Ir^/Sl/r^ • tit) ft »<5^), (P.3) 
wher® 
D| » (15/4'!^ )^ /^  xy/r^  
•D| • {l§/4t<^)^/^ yg/r^ 
lib 
©I « {15/4'5t 
d| « - y^)/r^ 
d| - (5/161/2 (2S2 . X.2 ^ y2)/j.2. 
Sine© this 1,0 th® r©pi»es#fitatloB-of the b's defined by equa­
tion this will be th@ representation wsed in the^present 
Investigation. 
A. 
Angles of q and £qj are to be aeaiured from as a 
polar axis, flgur© 11 shows Sttoh a co-orfiinat© system. 
Elastie waves are assumtd to be lengitwdinal and transverse. 
A 
The polarization vectors are arranged so that £ i is parallel 
to •i', and tg and ^3 art ptrpendieular to q. In this 
system 
^ at 8j^ « 't' ©o@o(. + (x ooi ^  + y BinfS ) 8ino( , 
^2 " 84no( +. C0«(3 + y sln^) cosot , 
"^3 « -X sin (3 + f  00s|3 . {F.6) 
« % will now be determined. Sine© d| contains no 
cross terms, sueh as xy,i eto.^ only longittidinal waves will 
have non-g©ro dp. The sum ^ ^i;(rr - Ir^/3) has the follow­
ing' square terms*. 
ss2 000^  oC eos^ /' +* y^  b I H ^ / i  )  B I U ^  c < .  - r^/3 
«  ( g S  „  r ^ / S )  -  ( z ; 2  -  y 2 )  s i n ^ o c  - j -  ( x ^  -  y ^ )  s i n ^ o c  o o s ^ / 3  .  
{F.6) 
Figure 11. fh© direetloii of th® propagation Tector of 
a phonmt and Uli© thrt^ polarization 
diregtions ^1, tg, and £3, related to 
13^, oc. is tilt polar angle and ^ the 
azinuthal angle of q. 
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Sine® 
(2s2 . y2) ^  (4 It/5)3-/2( 5/16 It) 1/2(222 ^  - y^) 
• C4lt/lS)^/^Clg/16'ft)l/2(3£2 , y2)^ (p.7) 
do « ¥5 « (4lt/4§)3-/2{2 - 3 sln^oC). (p.8) 
file last equation Is the Gotfflolent of I}| la equation 
(P.6) . 
In Integral Cl.15), to wMeli the 4s - M Boatterlng 
amplitude Is proportional,: appear th@ oomMnations 
{&l b| • d.i toJi)- •% {F.9) 
and 
(dg toj + d^g to!g) «%, (F.IO) 
NOW I"2 ana 13 ape line&r eeatoinatiens of and d^x, that 
Is, when  t h e  c h a n g e  o.f r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  i s  made  t h e s e  a » s  
mix within themselves. Similarly, ¥x ^4 linear 
oombinatiens of dg and cl.g. fh© same is true of the b's. 
goth sums &m sealar products and &e saoh are independent 
of- the representation, so it follows that 
% » bj b*x) • (1'2 Bg 4. 3*3 i|), (F.ll) 
^2 * * ^ ^1 ^  ^ 4 * (F»12) 
The polar axis ©f the oo-ordlnat© system is kga, thus 
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l8 deteriainefi. Bie azMuthal direction can 'be chosen such 
that % « 0. This caii be done sine© giv©n hy equation 
(6.9) is real and syMetrla, aad thus the ^ 's emn bd made 
real. 11:16 parts of th© wave function involYlng ^2 and % 
are proportional to % yz ^  % zx. ' Botatlng the x and ,y 
ax©s, one caii find a nw co'^ordlnate systera so that 
^2 yz +• Ws ax Is proportional to zx', where x* is the new 
x-axis. Aglmuthal angles meaiured In this systeii are 
denoted fS^' Mme functions that eonslst of Wg yz * Fg zx 
are denoted 1 on Figure 3. A different a?.lHiuthal direction 
could b8 found so that th® im • 2 parts of a function 
% xy If %(x2 *• y^}/2 will b® proportional to x"y". For 
this cast ¥4 w 0 la the speoitJ syat©ii. fhus the azliauthal 
angle Bx In term {F.ll) i® Measured from a different plane 
than is B2 in term CF.12). 
The values of S3 for th® various polarisations will 
A ^ 
now be determined. Bie term from ^  Sxti^r ^  lr^/3), pro­
portional to sx,. is 
8 z %  since 00soc cos (F.13) 
Mid thus 
d^ « (4^^/15)^/^ sin 2oc coa (F.14) 
Similarly the term from q ^25^?? ~ proportional 
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to zx, is 
zxCeos^oC 000 |3 - sln^o^ co® /B]^), (F.15) 
and thus 
f| « C41t/l5)^/^oos2o( cos /3i. (F.16) 
Lastly tli@ term from ^  63: (5*5' --fr^/3), projiortional to 
zx, is 
-zx eoso( (F.l?) 
and thus 
|| = ~(4'ft'/l§)^/2cos<7i sia/3l. (F.18) 
The 48 - 3d soatterifig ajaplitude is proportional to equation 
CI.I&), so if % « 1, and, thus all other S's ar© zero, then 
if one weights the transirerse waires by a factor of 
compared to the longitudinal wave (see aiseussion following 
equation (4.9)), the transition probability will be propor­
tional to Fj_( (X , ^2.) defined by 
Fi(oC,|3i) « (15/4ft) 4. Sfcaf)^ 
a (|3i i i t t ^ 2 o (  +  3oos^ |33_o 0 i % o (  •¥ 3sin^ ^j^cos^ oc). 
(p.19) 
This funotion is plotted in the upper right hand corner of 
Figure 8. Similarly, th© Tallies of for the various 
lEl 
polarizatloiis will now be deterolued. Tjrie term from 
^ - Ir^/3), proportional to xy, is 
23cy sln^tK ©in /3g eos |£32* (F.20) 
and tlius 
^ ». (41t/lg)V20^n8^ • {F.21) 
SiiQilarly the terra from q 622 (5? - ir^/3), proportional 
to xy, is 
2xy siaot cos<< sin /Sgeos |3g, (F.22) 
siicl thus 
a"! a {41C/15)1/2 (glij£<< sia2/32)/g. (F.23) 
LfiStly^ the tern from q ^35(?r - proportional to 
xjr, is 
xy siao( Ccos^/Jg - sin^ ySg), (J*.24) 
and thus 
if « C4it/i5)V2 siao( 0082 ^ 2' (F.26) 
Similarly, if % « 1, and thus all other S"* 8 are zero, then 
if one weights the tran-sverse waTes "by e. factor of 3^/^ 
with respect to the amplitude of the longituciinal -ss-'ave, the 
transition probability is proportional to the following 
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function F2C oC , /3g) where 
F2(« . 3g) . (15/41C ) [(J|)2 ^  3 {(af)2 (5f)2]] 
» (sin^oC +• C5/4)sin%oi ] sin^2 P2 Sein^oC cos^2/3 g. (F.26) 
This function ii plotted in the lower left hand corner of 
Figure 8. 
For th® 3d band of niokel as calculated toy Fletcher 
{see Figure 3), wave'functions for electrons on th© Perrai 
level consist laostly of functions with lial values of 1 
and 2 (referred, to ^3^ as an axis), and very little of 0. 
The case where the functions have iml values of either 1 
or 2 but not 'both has just been discussed. In general both 
types of states will be present together. Suppose the F's 
and the coefficients in equation (1.15) ere such that the 
icattering amplitude is proportional to 
C15/41C •%slay)b, (F.27) 
as dlscuised near equation (8.21). Then combining the 
amplitudes for the three tnodes with weight factors as 
before, one finds the transition probability is propor­
tional to 
(15/4ftr)V2 [(3-1)2 ^  3 ^ (gajS]] 
> sln^S [(dl)^ . 3 {(df jS . (33)^] 
f sinEJ [ajai ^ 3(afa| + afS'ljU • (F.SS) 
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fhe first two parts are given by equations (F.19) and 
{F.26). the third part is proportional to the function 
^'12^0^ » (^1, fe)# which Is defined as 
. Hi. )i/8 {a-i Ji ^  3(3-2 5| af 3|)} 
« Bln2<k^eoB Px sin2 y3 g( geos^ot - 1/2) - C3/2)8iE/3i cos2(3g}. 
(F.29) 
Suppose 
1 «  < S  f  (F. 30) 
th@n 
sin « sin cos (J <¥ cos (^2 
eoBfti » oos/Sg c0B(S - sin ^ 2 sin cS" . (F.31) 
Substituting equations (P.31) into (F.£9) one finds; 
(^It ~ 8in2o( 
x^sin (3g sin2/3 2 (2oos^o< - 1/2) 3eo®/3g 0002^2^ 
^ 00 8<S sinEoC 
x[cos^g sin2 ^ 2 (2<30s^o( - 1/2) - 3sinj3g 0082^2}' (5^.32) 
The second expression in brackets is FjgC o<, ^ 2, 1^2^' 
vhm 
<S -^0, (^1-^(^2' (p.33) 
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The first expression, in the brackets can be obtalnecl from 
the second by interchanging sin ^ 2 Qo® /®2* 
* 1^2* (^2^ plotted in Figure 12• 
2. The de:pt«.d®ne,e .Q,f oQeffAfeitnts 
o^'on the 'aireotiQni'' of ^ 
The eo«ffici®nt8 Om are defined toj equation (8.6). An 
equivalent definition eould be 
• r =» r Cm l|(/tP , 4>). (F.34) 
As in the oas® of %, an alternative r©pres®ntation could 
be obtained by expmding in spherical harmonics in poly­
nomial form 
tqj • r • r ict) Ot b|(/i9 {F.35) 
wher© 
d| « (3/4It) 1/2 x/r 
D| « (3/4'nr)3-/2 jr/r 
dJ » (3/4ir)V2 (F.36) 
As before, this representatian will be raore useful than that 
given hf equation (F.34). 
fhe angular dependence of % will now be detenained. 
It 'Will not be nectasary to obtain og, and ^3 can b© obtained 
Flgurt 12. Contours of oc ,) are plotted as a 
fttRotlon ofoc, /3 ,_pol';F arid azlmutiial angles 
of ^relative to Esij. Aalffiuthal angle© are 
measured in special mmer as discussed in 
Ar.)p©Bdlx p. flif function f^g is of aid in 
osiculating the trawsitioB probability for 
3d - 4g icattering wliea the 3d fuaction oon* 
tains both )ai » 1 and iml » 2 parts. Its 
use is diseussed following ©quatioja (8.18) sua 
in Appendix P. TMa funotlou is odd about 
cC =» 90® and ^ * 0®. 
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MM* ^ ^ —1 
In a manner similar to fhe terms from cx • r, ^2 * 
A __ 
and fcg • r, proportional to x are 
X sino< COS /3 J 
X eoi <x 008 ^ ; 
- x ® i n / S ,  (F.37 )  
so 
c| - (4'?C/3)^/^ @itto(oos/3j 
o| « (4Tt/3)V2 coso(.co8/3 ; 
©J « - (4Tt/3)^/2 sln/3. {P.38) 
One part of equation tE.1.4) Is proportional to 
^®1 ^ 1 ^1* azlauthal ©iigles sieasured so 
that Eg « 0, described follots'lng equation CF.12), 
b«l « - toi « (p.39) 
and slmllErli' for tii.@ ©'©• Thus the above expression can be 
written 
'^1 • + ®.l ^ *1) • ^e-1 - ®l) ^ *1 
» 20^ 1 iS/gl/2 * 0J_^ , (P.40) 
For 4@ - 3d Umklapp soattering, one part of amplitude for 
scattering is j)roportional to expresiion (S.14)# For bg » 0, 
1£S 
this Is proportional to the expreseion CF.40). For this 
part, as before, the scattering lituCiee can "be cosiblned 
using weight faotors, so that tivt trarisition probability is 
proportional to lid ^ (5), where this function is defined as 
K r t . P )  -  [(oj;)^  t  3{(of ) ®  +  
3 - 2 Bln^oi GOB^fi ^  (F.41) 
where equatlone (F.38) hme bteri used. 
